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CITY EDITION

it known that he was doing business
and the alleged blackmailer are alike
removed as soon as the refugees can
with
Gray's firm.
Pi
In every detail.
Colwell, who had acted as' private
Mrs. Allison Rexroat was on the
Will Try to Ciuss intervention
secretary to Gray, formerly was em
if
farm but about to return to Chicago
500 American soldiers arNearly
the
ployed
firm
by
of
Harris
Fuland
when this uiau made his appearance.
v.
rived during the night at Eagle Pass,
ler. Colwell did not not want Harris
DV He took photographs of the farm and
to lend their assistance in case of
and Fuller to know, the witness said
its buildings, retouched them with
local trouble with the Mexicans.
was
that he
bringing any business to
colors and attempted to sell the result
Rumors are current that some act
Fuller and Gray. One bond which
E. CLAY
to the elder Rexroat, but the latter
will be committed to bring about inColwell purchased from the firm was
declined. This seemed to be the busitervention in case the constitutionfor a woman, the witness testified
ness of the caller. When Mrs. Alli
are unable to check the federalists
fINAL EVIDENCE AGAINST GOV-- I whose name Gray could not remem MAN
KILLED
YESTERDAY
ON son Rexroat took the train for Chica- THEY
FEAR
FEDERALS
als.
SINCE
Although the American consul BY STRENUOUS EFFORTS THEY
uer, aimougii colwell had revealed
ERNOR SULZER SUBMITTED
SANTA FE BRIDGE WAS
go that night, the picture salesman
THEY
has
CANNOT
delivered
BURN
notice to the effect that
INTER.
her
when
the bond was de
identity
TODAY
boarded the same train. Mrs. Allison
J. H. NATION
the constitutionalist leaders will be
livered.
NATIONAL
BRIDGE
t
TARIFF REPORT
Rexroat expressed admiration for the
held responsible for any damage to
Gray said he was a contributor,
man, saying that he seemed to have
foreign property, it is believed that
MORE
OEFENSE ASKS
through Colwell, to the governor's HOME
IS
"ginger," "so different from the coun- AMERICAN TROOPS PREVENT the authority of the United States
JIN MISSOURI try
THE
campaign fund. He said he could not
IT
louts who drag tneir feet with
SENATEJABLES
would be impotent to prevent the dy
recall whether' he gave $50 or $100.
c3uRT OF IMPEACHMENT
AD- them."
HE
RESIDED
of
the
town
in case of riots,
THERE FOR SEVER
n was brought . out that Colwell
namiting
f JOURNS' UNTIL TOMORROW
NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN FOR
Shortly afterwards the elder Rex INFORM CONSTITUTIONALISTS
A message was received from
AL YEARS AND LATER CAME
lives in one of the broker's houses
THEY
MUST
NOT
roat
MOLEST
a
received
latter
man
a
front
TWENTY-FOUJesus Carranza, brother of the
AFTERNOON
in Vonkers. Gray was Questioned ro.
HOURS, IT 13
TO NEW MEXICO
who styled himself a lawyer. This
THE STRUCTURE
constitutionalist
to
addressed
leader,
where-abourgardiug Colwell's
DECIDED
present
epistle said that the woman was in
the military authorities at Eagle Pass,
but insisted that he had not
a maternity hospital in Chicago and
iARECKY IS NOT CALLED
that Piedras. Negras has been
OWNS
stating
RANCH
AT MTNTOSH
nui neaio. irom uoiweu since
DOWN
suggested that it would be well for LOOTERS ARE SHOT
A PARTY CAUCUS IS CALLED
temporarily abandoned by the
he disappeared several weeks ago.
the recipient to help her with money.
troops, all of whom have
MANAGERS'
ATTORNEYS
Gray was not subpoenaed by the LAS VEGAS MAN
"CALL.
SAYS THE UN"While she was here she seemed SUMMARY PUNISHMENT
IS AD- been sent to the front to resist a furImpeachment managers until yesterED" WHEN THEY SPEAK
THE ADMINISTRATION
to be particularly attentive to me,"
LEGISLAFORTUNATE WORKED WITH
ther federal advance.
MINISTERED
to
TO
the
ANARCHISday,
owing
inability of process
CONCERNING HIM
TORS WILL
William Rexroat.
said
"On
occa
one
In
WRESTLE
solthe
WITH
meantime
HIM
IN
American
A
the
SAW
MILL
servers to locate him. His attorney,
TIC LEADERS
sion she said she did not believe in
diers are requested to guard against
THE CONFEREES
former Judge P.eil of Yonkers, was
too close an observance of the conAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 1 Counsel for placed on the stand
any armed invasion from the AmeriThe man who was killed yesterday
yesterday and re- Piedras Negras, Mexico, Oct. 1.- - can side as the federal
of married life."
ventions
the board of managers rested their
sympathizers
quested to get into communication 110011 a the Santa Fe railway bridge
Washington, Oct. 1. The entire
Confronted by an implied ultimatum are likely to take advantage of the
case in the Sulzer impeachment trial with
B0Utn
This
conference
of Las Vegas was this morning
Gray.
resulted in his apreport on the tariff bill
that
United
States
soldiers would be present conditions to force their way
at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
UNIONS DEMAND FAIRNESS
was laid aside for 24 hours in the senpearance today. He said today that identified as J. H. Nation by A. E.
useu
to
the
destruction
prevent
of
into Piedras Negras, the message ate
v Houston, Tex., Oct. 1.
Judge Herrick of counsel for Gov he had been
Four union
today as the result of a protest
attending; to business &a.v a fireman employed by the
the international bridge as well as stated.
ernor Sulzer, then requested that the in his
various offices 'every day that Santa Fe here. Clay made the iden railway organizations in Louisiana American
among democratic senators, which reon
the
Mexican
property
court adjourn until Monday next. On the
Colonel Caldwell of the Fourteenth
and Texas have formed a federation
had
process servers
been tification through a scar that had
side, every rebel chief of the consti- cavalry has given Instructions with a sulted in the calling of a party caumotion of Senator Brown, the court
a
under
to
movement
j
for him.
been received by Nation when he was
tutionalist
movement disappeared view to preventing any movement or- cus to go over the conference report
went Into executive session to decide searching
At the opening today Melville B.J tmployed in a saw mill where the fire- - fight for strict compliance with their from this
before it should be finally; acted oa
the question.
working schedules with the Southern the town place ea.ly today, leaving iginating on American territory.
Fuller of the brokerage firm of Harris man also worked.
in
the senate.
at the mercy of the federals,
In asking for the recess, Judge Her- &
Pacific lines from New Orleans to
The hurriedly-calleFuller, made a personal statement
Clay stated that he had known the
should
meeting as
the
make
a
latter
filibustering
rick said that the announcement that to the court. Mr.
sembled at 11 o'clock, but when the
Fuller read from a man for several years and that his El Paso, it was announced here today. attack at the American side of the
Mexicans Leav Piedrpu Negras
tothe managers rested their case
The organizations in the agreement
senate met at noon no progress had
prepared copy. He first referred to home is in Springfield, Mo., where
river.
Washington, Oct. 1. Although
day "came as a surprise to the coun- headlines in various evening papers his parents reside. Nation owned1 a are the firemen and enginemen, locobeen made toward a conclusion, and
were
Several
looters
down
shot
in
great exodus of refugees from Piedras
sel for the respondent."
relative tp his testimony yesterday.
the
democratic leaders agreed to lay
laige ranch near Mcintosh, Mo., ac- motive engineers, railway trainmen the streets here today by constitu"There are a number of motiona to
Negras, across the Rio Grande into the tariff bill
and conductors.
"1 have concealed
aside. The caucus r?.
nothing," the wit- cording to a statement of Fireman
tionalist
who
are
sup-troops,
' Eagle Pass, Tex., has taken place
sternly
he made," he said. "The opening ness declared.
The men claim the mediation agree
"I testified frankly Clay.
sumed work at 3 o'clock this aftera
of
which
pressing
spirit
within
24
anarchy
the
last
statement is to be prepared, and there and
hours, officials here noon.
J. C. Johnsen & Sons undertaking ments reached with the company un showed itself last
freely before the Frawley comnight.
pointed out today that only a small
are numerous consultations which we mittee
The
establishment this morning opened der negotiations conducted by Feder
although I understand"
Insurgent forces, led
After deserting the city the constitu- portion of them are Americans. Hun
must have with the respondent, who,
Attorney Stanchfield interrupted, telegraph communication with Spring- al Mediator eNill are not being ob tionalist chiefs sent a message to dreds of
Senator Reed of Missouri, who cirby
Mexicans
have
concen
been
in our opinion, should be entitled to
claiming that the comment oh the field with the intention o.f locating served. The companies aeny this.
Major Caldwell of the Fourteenth Uni trating in Piedras Negras from the culated the caucus petition, insisted
the benefit of all his counsel.
Frawley committee "exceeded the the parents of Nation. Late this aftted
States cavalry, apprising him of interior of Coahuila and many of that there were many compromises
to"My colleague, Mr. Marshall, left
province of a personal statement." ernoon nothing had been heard from WILSON MAKES, APPOINTMENTS the evacuation and
requesting that these, fearing for their safety in the and amendments agreed to by the
day to observe a religious holiday to- Judge Cullen sustained the attorney that place.
1.
in
be
filibus- event of the expected occupation of conference committee which demandOct.
used
The
troops
Washington,
preventing
president
morrow which is very sacred
him. and told the witness to confine himThe following is the verdict of the sent to the senate
the follow- ters from crossing the river at this the constitutionalists' capital by .Mex ed further study and consideration by
today
A material witness whci we expect self to a
coroner's jury which met yesterday
personal statement.
V
point.
ican federals, hav sought an asylum the democrats of the senate before
ing nominations;
to call ar!y is alsr? of the, same faith
"The books of my firm are abso-- , afternoon at 3 o'clock:
being finally written info the bill.
Nof".f
noon!
At
constitutionalist
the
of
CJiief
with
on; American soil.
rank
ah-ntoday
for two days. My lutely correct," Mr. Fuller then said.
t
aryl will be
VT "V"
i..'
r
"In the case of a deceased person ui
After an hour's discussion, demoheadiiuartjfrS" wef(.(;loseu: and word
oiouei juan
Officials, ,a tho war department
igaaier general,
associate w'-- x is to open the case "No balances were fprced. No Items whose name from a paper found on
cratic
leaders determined not to try-twas
had
been
Chief
that
of
are
not
corps
passed
Kingman,
alarmed
over
dynamite
the situation
engineers;
(Mr. Hiuman), is nearly exhausted. were omitted or concealed In them to his person may be J. H. Nation.
force the tariff bill, through the
the
under
foundations.
After
locomotive
of
internow
planted
inspector
the
that
boilers,
border
has
to
been
want
these
patrol
W'e drat
pro- protect Sulzer or any one else."
delay
"We, the undersigned justice of the state commerce
commission, Frank filing his resignation as garrison com- reinforced by additional soldiers from senate today, but to allow ample time
ceedings but we think that In justice
"Soft" Job for Sarecky
and jury, who sat upon this
peace,
mander with General Jesus Carranza, Fort Sam Houston, and they suggested ator Pomerene'a objection to the
of Oregon.
to the res)ondent ana his counsel we
Most of the morning session was Inquest this thirtieth day of Septem- McMamy
Pomeren's objection to' the ac
former acting governor and chief fin today that the presence of a machine
should be granted a liberal adjourn- devoted to an effort
by the managers ber, 1913, on the body of said unknown
tion
of
the conferees In dropping the
ancial
Casada
Gabriel'
administrator,
on
the American side at
gun platoon
ment If we do not adjourn we can to show how and why"Governbr Sul
person found In precinct No. 29 of the
and nothing Is the International bridge would in all $1.10 tax on grape brandy used to
disappeared
suddenly
have but a short session on Friday zer rewarded his campaign secretary,
county pt San Miguel in the state of SOCORRO ELECTRIC
known of his whereabouts;
likelihood insure protection, ' regard- forty sweet wines, and Senator Reed's
under the rules and I believe that we Louis A. Sarecky, by procuring him New Mexico, find that he came to his
A squad of 18 Soldiers were left on less of the straits in which the criticism of the decision of the conshould take a recess until Monday. a $4,000 job in the state
Immigration death by reason of trying to board a
ference on several Important
taiiif
duty to guard the bridge' entrances
We cannot go on with but part of our service.
constitutionalists
may rates
CASE
IS
IN
COURT
moving train and falling under same.
were
the
chief
order
the
points
brought
enforce
and
among
refugees,
find themselves.
counsel present If we attempt to do
They evidently did not wish to call
(Signed) "D. R. Murray, justice of
who are' fighting to cross the bridge
So far no application has been re- up when the caucus met.
so I am afraid one of my associates Sarecky as witness unless forced to the
T. Rogers, Sr., C. M
teace:
Senator Kern, the democratic lead
At
the
before
the
arrived.
federals
ceived tor the admission into Eagle
wiLJ break down.
do so, and endeavored to establieh Winstead, L. A. Welch, Fred Nolette,
er, and Chairman Simmons, of the fin
BODY HEARS ARGU- same time, what is known as the Pass of. a
APPELLATE
baud
"Those of the court who are attor- their point by reading exerpts from G. M. Jones and J. H. Stearns, coroof Japanese, who, it
MENTS IN fi CAUSE FROM
dynamite squad was ordered to be is said, tear the tederal occupation ance committee, expressed the opinion
neys can well appreciate that this the proceedings of the Frawley in- ner's jury."
this afternoon that the tariff bill
NEW MEXICO
prepared for immediate action in oi
case has been laborious and exhaust- vestigating committee before whom
Negras because their sym- would be taken
If no information can be received
in forcup tomorrow la tho
case
the
succeeded
feedrals
to
been
have
counsel."
with
the
constitupathies
ing
Sarecky repeatedly refused to testify. from the parents of Nation he will
senate.
The
over ' the
Oct. 1. The Kansas Nat- ing their
controversy
Denver,
to
this
city.
tionalists. Yet, in case they should
way( through
Counsel for the governor objected bo buried here flRs 'week. Informacotton
ma 'furRefuses to Adjourn
tax
ural Gas company case was taken . All the stores have been closed and be
futures
proposed
to this line of evidence. Judge War- tion was also received this morning
granted aa asylum on the Texas ther
the
under advisement by the United those who were able" to take their
deliberations
of hfj
prolong
side, it is probable they would be
After an executive session of 40 ner asked Mr. Stanchfield of the pros that Nation has a sister residing in
democratic caucus.
Stales circuit court of appeals shortly merchandise to Eagle Pass are doing
interned and in that event a questiou
ecution whether Sarecky was to be St. Louis and it is possible that she
minutes the court adjourned until
When the senate met, the conferbefore noon today.
Following the so.
would immediately arise over the paycalled as witness. One of the Sulzer may be Informed of his death and
morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
ence
Kansas Natural Gas company case arof
report of the bill as agreed to by
abandonment
the
Explaining
ment of their board bills. The JapJudge Cullen, In announcing the ad- lawyers informed hlm.hat Sarecky make funeral arrangements'
were begun In the case of Piedras Negras, the constitutionalist
the house was presented.
guments
was
are
manaanese
under subpoena from the.
said to be destitute.
journment, said it had been decided
the Central Electric company against minor Afflcialsremaining here; assert
Seantor Simmons, for the conferees,
that all the preliminary motions would gers' counsel.
Foreigners to Be Protected
the Socorro Electric company, on ap- that .tjie enire available fighting force
asked that the conference report be '
The slate department was advised
OF
be heard and disposed of at tomor"But,"' Interrupts Mr. Stanchfield, GETTING ON
allowed to lie on the table until topeal from the United States district is bbiag; Fmobilfz'tjd at Peyotes, 25
that the commander of the
row's session.
"you need1 not understand from that
today
to
court of New
motion
morrow.
He offered no explanation
a
'
was
where
miles
north
of
Sablnas,
llj
at Piedras Negras has given
,(p.
Judge Herrick then inquired if the fact that the managers are going
MURDERER quash the citations was overruled.
of the request, but it was granted ami
CHICAGO
'
to
make
the
final
stand.
decided;
him
make
their
assurances
witness."
that foreigners and
court could assure counsel for GoverThe case grows out of the sale of
the consideration of the tariff bill
It is admitted that the constitution"We never thought you would,'"! .
will be atforded every pronor Sulzer that the preliminary moelectrica machinery by the Central alists are retreating from Sabinas
went over.
so long as he is in command.
tions only would be taken up tomor- terlected .Tudse Herrick. the govern-- SHERIFF
HE Electric company to the Socorro con- without
THINKS
KUHN
effective resistance jection
offering
6ther
counsel.
or's
chief
at
row."
received
state
the
reports
:)'' ,)..
cern. The Central company obtained and it Is believed to be
KNOWS MAN WHO KILLED
only i a ques- department indicated that thePresiding Judge Cullen then ruled
"It will embarrass us greatly to be
BATTLESHIP IS REPAIRED
MRS. REXROAT
in a state court for pay- tion of a
a
judgment
day or two when a battle will
will not attempt to destroy
Oct. 1. The battleship
compelled to go on with; the case at that Mr. Stanchfield, in reading the
Philadelphia;
before
ment for the machinery, but
be fought at Peyotes.
the international bridge.
Sarecky testimony, must confine him-- j
that time," he said.
which has been, at thn
1.
Connecticut,
man known the judgment coultt b" collected the
The
Oct.
Chicago,
The visible supply of ammunition
The report of Consul Blocker con- Philadelphia navy yards toy several
"We will deal with that question self to the parts in which Sarecky re-- as "Spencer," who lured Mrs. Mildred Socorro company executed a deed of
and
rifles has been shipped to Peyoconto
answer
the
fused
question's
when the occasion arises tomorrow,"
Allison Rexroat, the tango teacher, to trust, thus tying up its property. The tes. Two officers who retreated from firms the officials m their original months undergoing repairs,
passed
cerning the campaign contributions.
belief that there is no danger of an out to sea today, bound for llamirtort
was Judge Cullen's reply.
is believed to Issue in the present case is as to
and
last
Wayne
Friday
the field under the pretense that .hey international clash at Piedras
John C. Birdseye, secretary of the
Negras, Roads, where she will Jola the AtlanDirect connection between "Account
have Bhot her and placed her body whether the company was insolvent were ill, where examined
testified
civil
service
commission,
by Dr. Unda, but that the only cause for apprehen- tic fleet for the fall maneuvers an t
600" and Governor Sulzer was estabon the railroad track, answers the de- when this deed of trust was execute!
this morning sion lies in the
its
of the hospital corps,
lished today when J. B. Gray of the' that the commission suspended
presence of a large gun practice at sea next neck,
of Edward Spencer, formerly
were declared guilty of "faking." number of
and
rules
in order that scription
at
Sulzer's
request
uot only civilians,
The Connecticut vlll replace the.
A. A. Kuan
etock exchange firm of Fuller & Gray,
refugees,
of
Sheriff
West
'Chicago,
onnrtintAA llpnnrta- mlrrht ,ls on
CafCflrv
.
Both men.weer accompanied to the but
Ulav
j ... .0..
who handled the account, testified befleeing constitutionalist soldiers, Minnesota as thd flagship of Rear Adoutskirts of the city at daylight and In
tion agent at a salary of $4,000.
fore the impeachment court that
Eagle Pass,' on the American side miral Beatty, commanding tho Fours h
He added that he expected to have
wca ilnn a nn th trmrt That 3nrWtir
their friends fear that they have been oi the Rio .Grande.
I.
Colwell told him that the
Frederick
division of the fleet. The latter vesEdward Spencer in custody when the
TODAY IN CONGRESS
' master yOf five
shot.
languages andJ'u"
Consul Blocker reported that he sel, recently returned from Mexstock transactions In the account were was
tomorrow,
reopens
inquest
i
was peculiarly equipped for the posiAll the personal belongings of the had cro8St!d tne river with
Major Ca-,for the governor. Colwell was
ico, has been ordered laid up at PhilaAnother Clue Found
numerous Carranza family have been well
tion by reason of his knowledge of
States delphia for four months' repairs.
United
the
cornmaiM,illf,
mur
i..
in the mysterious
alleged "dummy,"
clue
real
Con1.
Oct.
Senate:
inro-nwhich
lnrsrelv
Washington,
thn
races
nf
tho
sent to tne American siue as wen ay troop8 at
The transactions consisted of the
Eag,a pass and two Ameri.
'' ' Mrs. Mildred Allison Rexroat ference report on tariff bill was preour state insane hospital
members of the respective can
constitute
many
200
shares of "Big Four"
citizens, and had conferred with
purchase of
was obfamed at. MacomD, in., louay sented and ordered to He on the table
households.
Gabriel
Calzada, commander of tbe
which Gray said Cplwell had paid for population."
of
TO EXTEND E. P. & S. W.
Dupage until Thursday.
by State's Attorney Hadley
lines
this
connecting
Telegraph
city
constitutionalist
in cash. The first 100, he said, was
garrison at Piedras.
San Diego, Cal., Oct. 1. H. J. Simcounty, revealing the elusive "Mr.
Democrats caucused at li a. m. on with the south were cut at 8 o'clock
Calzada assured him that r.o :itfvmpt! mons, general manager of the operatbought for Colwell on October 23,
NO QUORUM PRESENT
Spencer,;' suspected of the murder, as tariff bill conference report and again this mor.ilp.i' and fear is expressed
be made by his troops, even if ing department of the i?l Paso &
1.
1912, and delivered to him In Brook
would)
the
Oct.
Although
a
blackmailer.
Washington,
at 3 p. m.
column under Alberto
at
a
federal
Were
31.
100
on
The
obliged to surrender the Southwestern railroad1, has completed"
October
second
lyn
The Information came from Everrepublican congressional campaign
President submitted a number of Guajardo may have crosse-- through they
town to tho federals, to destroy pri- the details of the
was bought on November 24, and It committee failed of a quorum today elt Rexroat, the second husband of
purchase of 10,0)0,
nominations. Including several post- Musquiz and flanked the retreatin?
was not until the second purchase, to act on
vate property, though the government (K)0 feet, of lumber to be used in deplans for the reduction ofifj,e murdered woman and from WI1- - masters, for confirmation.
ccnstitutionaliats.
He
buildings might be dynsmiifd.
according to Gray's testimony, that of southern representation in the par- liam Rexroat, father of Everett. Hadmininsr
veloping a new Pheliis-Dodg- e
Adjourned at 12:56 p. m. until noon
Taxed to Cross Bridge
the safety of the two
also
Colwell told him that the transactions
of
guaranteed
members
50 miles
with
national
of Tncsoa,
two
conventions,
farmers
district,
ty's
ley confronted the
Thursday.
Is
estimated
that 3,000 refugees International bridges that span the
It
were for the account of the governor. the advisory committee which sub- information which he had pieced toAriz, the present wsten t mm us of
House: Not in session; meets are la line waiting their turn to cross
river at Eagle Pass, and finally assert- the Ri Paso & South w- Gray said that Colwell had requested mitted the proisals for a change ex- gether and gave them the option of Thursday.
it, it ia e.;
to
the American eida, and It became ed that the most ample measures
that the account be given a new num- plained them at length. Another meet- giving up what information they had Election committee
here
tod
My.
li.i
hegan investiga- necessary at 11 o'clock to impose a would be taken to protect the lives
ber and the stock delivered to him ing of the full committee will be or themselves stand trial for murder. tion of
that jthis Is tin1 firs! Fi.r U'h vt
against
..Representacharges
head tax of five dollars to break the
in Brooklyn because he did not wish j held within a few weeks.
propose.! pxtnslon of
to
their story, "Spencer" tive Whaley of South Carolina,
According
blockade. This tax, however, will be
(Continued on rage Five.)
coast.
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health is given grudgingly by those in
charge of the public purse. St. Louis,
the fourth city in the United States
in both population and manufactures,
spends annually only ? 100,000 on its
health department, whereas it spends
$2,000,000 annually on its police department, twenty times the amount
spent for the promotion of public
health.
Larger appropriations for
health purposes will only follow the
creation of public sentiment demanding them, and in accomplishing this
the newspapers must play the chief
role. The St. Louis Republic,
this, has applied Itself to the
creation of a public demand for better
support of the health department of
St. Louis, and will present a plan for
'
iu the
making that city '
At
present the death
United States.
rate in that city is considerably less
'"
n the
than that of other
same latitude, and almost as low as
that of Cleveland, New York and San
Francisco, cities more favorably located geographically and climatically;
but It is believed that it can be made
still less. This commendable object
will require not only increased appro
priations for the health department,
of all
but the sustained
the citizens, anu It is this
which, with an intelligent grasp of the
requirements, the Republic has begun
a campaign to sceure.
The newspapers and citizens of ev
ery community should awake to the
is a first
fact that communit-- principle of effective local government,
and should adopt for their slogan,
Public Health Is a Purchasable
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"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR" WILL DRAW BIG CROWD

FOR STANFORD

IN CENSUS

UNIVERSITY

METHODS

JOHN
CASPER BRANNER
STALLED AT "FAMILY"

OCTOBER
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SPECIAL COMMISSION SHOWS
HOW TIME AND MONEY
CAN BE SAVED

recogf-nizin-

Washington, Oct. 1. William J.
Palo Alto, Calif., Oct. 1. The trusdirector of the census, recentHarris,
tees, the faculty and the
Entered &t the postoffice at East
William R. Merrlam,
appointed
ly
Leland
of
Stanford,
Jr.,
ij!fl V.icaa. New' Merico, for trans
of Minnesota,
and S.
alumni of that institu
and
many
mit. throueh the DUted States
both former di
I7orth,
tion assembled early this morning at N. D.
mails as tccond class matter.
the university to take part In the ex rectors of the census, Professor Walercises In honor of the Installation of ter F. Willcox, of Cornell university,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
John Casper Branner, the new presi- and W.. S. Rossiter, former chief
dent of the university. As it had been clerk of the census, as special agents
Dally, by Carrier
$ .05
Pnnv
the desire of the, trustees to make the of the bureau to make studies of the
Pr
15
One Week
formal Installation of President Bran present condition of statistical work,
65
ner a "family affair," no . outside including particularly tho unfinished
One Month
census and
7.50
One Year
guests were especially Invited for the work of the thirteenth
and
the
for
better
organization
plans
occasion and not a single Invitation
Daily, by Mail
in con
administration
of
the
bureau
56.00
universities
sent
to
other
been
had
One Year
3.0P
and colleges when they were inform nection- with its future operations.
81x Months
ed by the customary circular of the Daniel C. Roper, first assistant post
master general, and formerly an of
administrative changes at Stanford
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of the census bureau, was called
ficial
At the Installation ceremony there
GROWER
were addresses by Timothy Hopkins, in as an advisor. These gentlemen
One Year
have been on duty at the bureau for
president of the board of trustees,
BU Months
several
days and have been making
President Branner, and by representa
the va
tives of the faculty, the alumni and inquiry and studies concerning
to
each
of
rious'
assigned
problems
the student body. After the installa
(Cash in Advance for Mail
them.
was
luncheon
a
exercises
tion
given
It immediately became evident to
by a reception in honor of President
Remit by draft, check or money
these
investigators that the problems
In
and
the afternoon
and Mrs. Branner
If sent otherwise we will not
them in the bureau should be
before
a social gathering arranged bytheun
he responsible for loss.
o
treated in two separate divisions:
dergraduates.
Specimen copies free on
most presing, the disposJohn Casper Branner, who today First, and
WHY NOT HEAD ON A
much delayed work of the
ition
the
of
became the successor of David Starr
TltAIN ?
thirteenth
census, and second, the
as
Jordan, the famous ichtyologist,
AT
future conduct of the buALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
for
the
of Leland Stanford, Jr., Uni plans
president
inis
believe
it
that
Many"
people
reau. The investigators thus far have
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
ia a noted geologist and has
division of
jurious to the eyes to read on a train, versity,
PAID FOR
institution been directed at the first
but few seem to know why. The rea- been connected with that
the
overhanging
the
namely,
problem,
son is the added strain on the delic- for many years. During the absence work of the thirteenth census, and recare guaranteed the ate
in 189S-- Mr.
Advertisers
muscles of the eyes. The motion of President Jordan
ommendations to the following effect,
circulation
ibeen
and
weeltly
had
Branner
president
acting
largest daily
of the train shakes the paper or book
the findings of thesa
embodying
New
of
of anv newspaper In northern
and since then he held the position
been submitted to the
constantly, thus continually changing
have
President Jor agents,
Mexico.
its position and its distance from the vice president. When
of the census:
director
who had been at the head of
eyes, keeping the delicate muscles of dan,
In pursuance of the instruction of
Stanford
University since 1891, re
readthe eyes in constant action to
director .of the census, we have
the
TELEPHONES
his logical
Extra work is thus. tired, Mr. Branner became
made a special study of certain
Main ? just the focus.
Business Office
successor.
Main 8 thrown on these tiny muscles, as the
branches of the statistical work in the
News Department
President Branner was horn
occurs
sometimes
focus
of
changing
bureau, and in submitting the recom
New Market, Tenn., July 4, 1850 ami
a hundred times a minute.
mendations hereinafter enumerated
InWEDXESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1913.
in read studied at Cornell University and
Another cause of
we have had regard to the following
diana rniversity. He specialized in
facts, (a) That the act authorizing
ing on the trains is the poor lighting
was
1877
geology and from 1875 to
encountered.
Often
try
people
the taking of the thirteenth census reusually
THE NAVY AS A SCHOOL
to read their evening papers On a geologist of the Imperial Geological quires that the reports of that census
or street car when the daylight coi.imission of Brazil. Tha foiloving shall be completed rr,' mbliGhel on
"The Battleship As An Educational train
assistant engineer
is fading and before the car lights two years he was
or before July 1, 1912; (b) That alInstitution" is the title of a little
o a mininj; compar.y
f
on. Even with the lights and interpreter
are
years have
three and
turned
pamphlet just Issued by the Navy
and after that though since the enumeration itself.
is not greatly im at Minas Garaes, Brazil,
situation
on,
the
elapsed
iLeagu of the United States. Robert
made bothi.' al studies in Bra.' much 'of,the.'tifciWMth. census work
The cars are frequently
W. Neeser is tie author, and he proved.
several years. For rwo years he is still uncompleted; (c.) That the
for
ewa bacli
crowded and
proves In a, conclusive way that the
as agent of the United States
acted
fcVth
between the paper and the
regular annual reports and other work
United States navy is capable of train and
of agriculture in Brazil.
department
is
source
of
the
required by law during the intercen-sa- l
light
light. Usually
ing young men for practically any
After his return to the United States
ceil
tho
car
center
of
in
the
period have been greatly delayed
high
up
walk in life- where brains and muscle
he became topographical geologist of because a large body of census clerks
ing and is badly placed for reading,
can to found,
of Pennsylvania. is still
employed upon delayed work
the light being too far from the paper the geological survey
Mr. Neeser proves that, the battle-ship1SS3 to 1SS5 he was professor of the thirteenth census; (d.) That
From
is not merely a fighting machine, and the light rays being reflected into
book or magazine. of geology at Indiana University; the value and usefulness of the anbut, it is in overy sense a complete the eyes from the
state geologist of nual and other reports required By
Rome trains now carry library cars from 18S7 to 1893,
and splendidly
equipped manual
1892
he became pro- law are largely dependent upon the
in
which have, the source of light behind Arkansas and
training school, where men are en
Stanford
Leland
at
of
fessor
geology
promptness with which they are comand at one side of the reader.
gaged in a score of different occuof many
member
a
is
He
University.
piled and given to the public; and (e)
The best and newest Pullmans havs
pations specially fitting thorn for cathe author of a num- That funds to complete the thirteenth
learned
societies,
usual
The
side
for
reading.
lights
reers in civil life. Electricians, boilber of books and many articles on census are very limited, because cur.
ormakers, bakers, cooks, coppersmiths. railroad car lighting equipment, how
geological subjects and has been hon- rent appropriations are required for
carpenters, pharmacists, machinists, ever, is antiquated. Public opinion ored with honorary degrees by severthe specific purposes for which they
defecplumbers, sailmakers, stenographers, will do much to remedy these
and
colleges.
universities
al
made.
were
nainters. wireless telegraphers, book tive lighting methods. Illuminating
We,
therefore, advise that no adrailroads
can
secured
be
by
keepers are all educated and trained. engineers
ABSTRACTORS
DAKOTA
SOUTH
tabulations or analyses are
ditional
Service in the navy, from its most and other public carriers to devise
Oct. 1. Today necessary in connection with the
Belle
Fourche,
so
attractive side, is depicted by Mr. proper methods of illumination,
is the opening day of the two days' unHnshed branches of the thirteenth
Neeser, and doubtless many young that no excuse can be offered for annual convention of the South Dakocensus, namely population and mimn
men of thoughtful turn of mind will improper lighting conditions.
association and sever- and quarries, and that the work on
ta
Abstractors'
O
be attracted fnto the sea fighting
al hundred members are in attend- those branches and on the delayed an
force of the nation by readhrr his
WORKERS TO RE T ONE DAY
ance, many of them accompanied by nual reports can and should be read
pamphlet.
New York, Oct. 1. The new state their ladies. The business sessions justed so as to insure their publica
,
o
law pased by the legislature at its will be held in the forenoons, while tion not later than December 31, 1913,
HEALTH ANI FINANCE last regular session and which re- the afternoons and evenings will be without detracting from the value of
quires all employers to give to their reserved for the entertainment of the these portions of the census.
employes one day of rest a Week, visitors.
To this end we submit the follow
Tliia is an ag3 which places an
conon
the relation went info effect today. Many big
ing recommendations:
emphasis
of good health to individual hyglone, cerns and corporations, which had CONFEDERATE VETS PENSIONED
Jelferson City, Mo., Oct. 1. The Benefited Maay Who
"y to social effectiveness, to general pros- 'heretofore kept many of their em
seven datys in the payment of pensions to confederate
at
work
ployes
to
race
is
the
The
community
perity.
Had Tuberculosis
efveterans under the law passed by
whose children thrive and whose week, anticipated the going into
Those who suffer from Consumption
of the law and made such the legislature of Missouri last winfect
is
health
well.
Human
woikers keep
are
troubled wltn night
were necessary to give ter was begun today by State An litor sweatB,generally
fever, loss of strength and lita purchasable commodity, as has been changes as
or
no
tle
Fresh air, good food,
appetite.
one of their workmen and other Gordon. Thirty thousand dollars have and the
demonstrated in Cuba, Panama and every
proper care of the body are esto
a
sential
t
a
but In many cases
one
recovery,
fit)
c,
free
of
the .l.:
day
been appropriated and
Die Philippines., New York City, with employes
something else is needed. Bckman's Alwith
continuance
tho
a
which baa been
medicine
terative
l',9
for
interfering
amilications
ou'y
pensions
its advanced health ordinances and
most successful In stopping night sweats,
of the work on Sundays. The street have been approved.
monof
fever
and
liberal
reducing
supply
promoting appetite,
comparatively
and many who hare used it, declare It
railway lines, the hotels and restaursaved their lives.
ey to carry hem out, is a striking exInvestigate what it
in
most
were
did In this case:
ants, cigar dealers, etc.,
HIGHER RATES FOR STORAGE
ample of what aa urban community cases
"Gentlemen : For four years I was
compelled to engage additional
Montreal, Quebec, Oct. 1. The in troubled with cough, which gradually
can do in the way of a radical reducbecame
worse; I had night sweats and
to make it possible to obey the crease in the grain storage rates re
tion In infant mortality and in tha help
pains In my chest. I was losing my apwith
without
law
had become so thin and weak
and
Sunday
interfering
cently ordered by the harbor commis petite
general death rate. Yakima County, work.
I could not. attend to my household ducabinet
the
A
showand
sion
ties.
approved by
physician pronounced my case
Washington, is another example
Not being satisfied, I was
Consumption.
council of the government, went Into examined
by the physicians of the Polying the result of systematic health MANY PLEAS FOR LOW RATES
clinic
will
new
rate
be
Hospital.
rurThe
They also pronounced
effect today.
work and liber?.! expenditure in a
the disease Consumption,
which was
Oct. 1. The Transcontin three-tenth- s
and
Chicago,
cent
of
bushel
a
a
per
an
later
under
examination of spuproven
months
by
al (rtstrif t. In twelve
as Tuberculosis Bacilli were found.
tum,
met
association
ental
ele
at
the
Passenger
today the time for free storage
I was ordered to a Consumptive
ialfb officer, with a
to vators is reduced from 30 to 20 days
at the Transportation! (building
My nephew would not allow me
i.f juratory and a corps of vis-i- t
to go until I had tried Eckman's Alter- a large number of applica- It is hoped to prevent by this change atlve. Before I had taken the medicine
consider
s
inspectors,
and
sanitary
ing nurof
weeks I bad marked relief, night
tions for reduced fares to conventions in the rates the congestion of the three
sweats censed, pain in the breast
the death -- ate in the- county from tyin
different elevators which usually follows the
eouh became loose and easy,
12S per and other gatherings
fever left me and I commenced getting
phoid fever was reduced from
the
the
of
of
well.
country.
in
Among
parts
My health became normal. I am
of Jarge quantities
grain
coming
hundred thousand to sixteen, and the
In excellent health now and have been
;
low
have
which
fares
for
538
the
harvest.
after
meetings
from
fell
completely cured for ten years. I strongdeaths from ail causes
ly recommend It."
been aked are those of the National
instances
1912.
Other
3D3
in
to
1911
in
(MRS.) MARY WASSON.
Los
in
Musical
of
Federation
clubs
Cnre Ed. Green, 172 S. 17tli St., 1'hlla., Pa.
MARRIED
NOTED
SWIMMER
GIRL
cited.
of like effective work might be
Is effective in BronKckmnn's
Alterative
Grand Lodge of
Boston, Oct. ,1. Miss Alsie Akroyd, chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
The mayor of Colorado Springs sail Angeles, May, 1915;
and In upbuilding the
Troubles,
Lung
Associa
Mechanical
two
Theatrical
swimmer
who
the
Amerthe
noted
ago
years
System. Does not contain poisons, opiates
recently to the delegates of the
tlons of the United States and Can established the record of being the or
drugs. Ask for booklet
ican Public Health association that
telling of recoveries and write to Eekman
12, 1915, first girl who ever swam to Boston
even
San
Julpy
Francisco,
are
ada,
health
Pa., for
Philadelphia,
Laboratory,
of
public
the problems
For sale by all leading druggists
more vital 'than those of individual and general grand chapter, Royal lighthouse, was quietly married here R. G.
Murphey ana Central Drug
Arch Masons, S"an Francisco, August. today to Dante! O'Rourke, a super
health. Apreciation of this fact
Boston
rompany.
of
1915.
the
visor
wib'.if
park department.
'jdowly. Money to purchase
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SCENE FROM "BOUGHT AND PA

ID

FOR"

' ' ":l-le- y,
nating factor in financial circles. She ly less prominent, are
a. $14 a week shipping clerk, whc
doesn't love him, but he can supply
all the luxuries a woman's heart can marries Virginia's sister, and Fanny
Blaine, who becomes Mrs. James Gil-le- y,
crave.
Stafford does not know whether he
be a pretty general Idea that a girl loves the girl, or not, but he knows
These four characters are ihe founshould bargain.
he wants always to be near her and dation, structure and roof of "Bought
In "Bought and Paid For" Virginia protect her, and he Interprets that as and Paid For,'' which will open the
season at the Duncan opera house toBlaine, a telephone girl, marries Rob- love, and It probably is.
Two other people in the play, hard morrow night.
ert Stafford, a millionaire and domi

Nowadays when a girl weds, her
friends do not say, "What kind of a
man is he?" but more frequently
"What Has He Got?" There seems to

-

1.
Having made these recommendaThat it is undesirable to tabu- completed and published by January
late occupations further than already 1, 1914, by curtailing the amount of tions, the special agenrs will now sevdone. Stopping such unnecessary fur- detail to be included; that the sched- erally give their attention to the varither work will expedite the publication ules and report for 1913 be similarly ous questions submitted to each of
by about six months and will reduce curtailed; that the reports for the them by the director of the census,
the cost of finishing that branch of years 1912 and 1913 be printed with- and prepare further Memoranda for hl3
the work by about $65,000; the tables out text, except such as is necessary conslderaion t an early date.
It is probable that the inquiries of
already prepared should be printed for explanation and definition; and
without additional derivative tables that until these annual reports are these census experts into the vital but
or explanatory test. These tables give brought up to date, no further attempt less pressing subject of the organizathe number of persons of each sex in he made to elaborate the reports on tion with its present and future work
This and with the statistical reports to be
each occupation and classify them by municipal financial statistics.
on
and
fact taken up during the remainder of
is
the
based
recommendation
and
parent nativity,
race, nativity
decade will be the subject .of
five age periods, so that the publica- that delay in the compilation and pubreor
classification
series of recommendations, to
annual
lication
of
another
the
tion of the primary
municipal
occupational data as reported at pre- ports detracts seriously from their be made to the director within the
xne uusinessiiKw
nexe nirty days,
value.
vious censuses is thus assured.
j,j
in which Direct- manner
on
7.
That
effect'
and
7P
the
native
reports
Tnortaiity
2.
That the report upon
1
census
bas'ttAen
of
hold
1912
the
or Harris
tongues be limited to the chapter to statistics for the years 1911 and
as
of
ranee
extri"''1'
the
of
in" the forthcoming final vol
the
close
be
before
3
gives
problems
published
appear
t
present calendar year. To make this Ing tne bureau iromune uepi.or
ume on population
'
condition in which the conduct of ll
3.
That the numerous tallies reiat- involvX
.
snouiu ne reaucea 10 a muu thirteenth census work ha:,
ing to mines and quarries now in the j reports
no ef it. The expert special agents ,wc
and
the
tables
mum,
condensed,
or
proofs
form of prfeted bulletins,
fort made to publish a report on he has appointed to collaborate with
manuscript be sent to the public printbirths until tb.e mortality renort.8 are him in working out present census
the
constitute
to
er at once, the same
problems and In outlining the future
final reports on mines and quarries, published.
8. (That work upon the standardiof the bureau are thoroughly
plans
text
tabulations
or
and that no further
death rates, life tables and conversant with census work, as their
zation
of
with
that
connection
in
be prepared
occupational mortality be suspended statements show. Their recommendaparticular report.
until the above reports have been pub- tions appear radical, but. the condi4.
That the tables for the benevol- lished. There is no reason why the tions
require radical treatment. Dient institutions and for the institushould
rector Harris states that the recommortality report for each year
tional population namely, prisoners, not be
compiled and published prior mendations of the special agents will
and paupers
Insane,
to the close of the succeeding calen- be followed by him and the census
be prepared and published without dar
reports given the public without furyear.
further percentage or other derivative
He also
9. That In view of the emergency ther unnecessary delay.
tables and without explanatory text.
the hope and belief that tho
presented by the delay In completing
5.
That the annual compilation cf tho thirteenth census, the director re- studies of these former officials of the
the statistics of forest products be quest the secretary of commerce to bureau will result In a great Improveabandoned, since there appears to be lay the 'matter before the president ment in the quantity and quality of
no authority of law for an annual in- with the view of securing his instruc- the census work, accelerate the proquiry of this character, which the rec- tions to the public printer to give prec- duction of results and effect a manorords show to have cost from $20,000 edence so far as practicable to the re- ial reduction of expenditures, while at
to $40,000 a year.
maining publications of the thirteenth the same time preserving all valuable
6. That the anual report on the fincensus, and the long overdue annual data collected for the thirteenth
"
ancial statistics of cities for 1912 be report.
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Ha! Works in f Iio Tissues

SHOT BY BAND

OCTOBER

I have no enemies among the Mexicans and am sure the thing was accidental. They always spend much
of their spare time shooting at targets or just shooting to hear the rifle
v
crack.
According to the picture, the bullet
or 32 caliber.
appears to be a

1,

THEE2
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CHANGE IN COMMISSION

SPECIAL RATES 10

EDS FLAK

h

Washington, Oct. 1. The resignation of Frank S. Streeter of Concord,
N. H., as one of the members of the
International joint commission for the
TO
adjustment of boundary disputes between the United States and Canada
became effective today. Mr. Streeter's
FRANK.
place on the commission was taken
by Obadiah Gardner, formerly United
SERIOUS ERROR IN EAST LAS
States senator from Maine. A salary
VEGAS
ATTRACTIVE OFFER IS MADE FOR of $10,000 a' year is connected with CEREMONIAL
SESSION WILL BE
HELD IN SANTA FE THIS
THE PACKARD
East Las Vegas Citizens Will Do Well
the position.
MONTH '
to Profit by the Following
Many fatal cases of kidney disease
Ou October 18 at Santa Fe there
Alton Packard, the much talked of
have reached an incurable stage bewill be a session oZ the Ancient Order
cause the patient did not understand delineator of American life in carECZEMA ON SCALP
of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
the symptoms. Even today in East toon, impersonation, song and story,
for the purpose of considering a numLas Vegas there are many residents will appear at the Duncan opera
ED ber of "unregenerate sons" who demaking the same serious error. They house Saturday night as the first ITCHED
sire admission. .The following Is tha
attribute their mysterious aches and number in the Y. M. C. A. Lyceum
announcement that has been preparpains to overwork, or worry, perhaps, course. It has been asked by many,
when all the time their rheumatic "How can one ian keep the audience Would Fester and Come to Head, ed for this day:
From our charter number we rank
Hair Fell Out.
Could Not Sleep.
pains, backache and bladder irregu- Interested the whole evening?
The following excerpts will show
larities are most probably due to weak
Cuticura Soap and Ointment as one of the oldest temples in North
America, and' we are going to make a
and ailing kidneys. If you are ill, If very clearly how Packard has accomCured in Two Weeks.
pilgrimage to the oldest city In the
your kidneys are out of order, profit plished this feat over 8,000 times beIi. F. D. No. 2, Seymour, Mo. "My United States. This will truly be an
fore as many audiences in his 12
by this East Las Vegas resident's
Bcalp broke ont with fine pimples at the
occasion where the Ancient an3
years of lyceum experience:' Says one start.
They itched and burned so much that
are
sketches
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave., paper: "His character
I was compelled to scratcu Modern meet.
is the program for
them and they would foster
The
East Las Vegas, N. M., says:" Through so true to life that the crowd was
and como to a head and break
the
a friend's advice, I procured Doan's amazed at the wonderful exhibition
day:
out asain. The trouble was
Business meeting, 9:30 a. m.
attended by such burning and
Kidney Pills and1 used them for pains of his art." Another says: "A humorAlton
itching I could not sloop, also
in my kidneys. The prompt and gen- ous and clever cartoonist is
Parade, 10:30 a. m.
when I sweat It burned the
con- Ceremonial session, 1:30 p. m.
uine, relief I got proved to my satis- Packard. He kept the audience
y
same. My hair fell out
S:C0 p. m., to which the
Banquet,
faction that tlje merit of this remedy tinially amused and received that
and the scalp kept rough
ladies are invited.
and dry with itching and
is in no way overestimated. My ex- spontaneous applause that is a very
Aftor about two years the pimples
All novices fre requested to report
perience warrants my holding a high genuine compliment." Still another burning.
broke out between my shoulders. My clothsays: "For nearly two hours Packard ing irritated them. I was troubled with that to the recorder at 9 o'clock In tha
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
morning, to make his personal acFor sale by all dealers. Price BO held the people, almost breathless with eczema live or six years.
was recomtried
that
''I
everything
interest."
cents. Foster-Milhurquaintance you know why. RememCo,, Buffalo,
mended without any benefit until I used tha
A special rate of 35 cents to stuber what the potentate said about
New York, sole agents for the United
Cuticura Soap and Ointment according to
proattraction
Packard
the
for
the "easy going."
dents
Ointment
States.
directions, and Cuticura Soap and
weeks."
Committees
Remember the name Doan's and viding tickets are purchased at the cured me sound and well In two
S. L. Klllian, Nov. 22, 1912.
Petitions and General Arrangements
Y, M. C. A. Seats will be on sale at '(Signed)
take no other.
For pimples and blackheads the following
II. F. Stephens, S. rpltz, M. G.
Y. M. C. A. Friday morning.
Is amost effective and economical treatment:
W. O. Connor, A. F. Speigle-bersmoar theaffected parts with Cuticura
Yates,
Oently
Quick Help to Backache and RheuOintment, on the end of the flngor, but do not
Chronic
Dyspepsia
matism
rub. Wash off the Cuticura Ointment In five
The following; unsolicited testimoParade S. G. Cartwrlght, E. R.
The man or woman who wants
minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water
to
sufficient
be
should
nial
certainly
quick help from backache and rheuThis
minutes.
some
for
Paul, C J. Emerson, H. F. Coggeshall,
and continuo bathing
afmatism, will find it in Foley Kidney give hope and courage to persons "I treatment la best on rising and retiring. At F. Muller, marrbal.
chronic
dyspepsia.
Pills. They act so quickly and with flicted with
for tha
for other times use Cuticurain Soap freely inflamR, P. Ervein,
Eentertainment
such good effect that weak, inactive have been a chronic dyspepticI have
toilet and bath, to assist preventing
medicine
the
all
of
and
E. R. Paul, H. B.
MuTier,
F.
years,
of
blood
not
the
the
do
pores.
irritation and clogging
kidneys that
keep
Tablets have mation,
Liberal sample of each
clean and free of impurities, are ton- taken. Chamberlain's
Sold everywhere.
J. A. Massie.
Cartwright,
Skin Book. Address
to healthy clone me more good than anything
mailed free, with 32-ed up and strengthened
Hall R. P. Ervein, F. Muiier.
G. Mattison, No. 7
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.'
vigorous action. Good results follow else," says W.
Y.
For
N.
Cuwith
Hornellsville,
Sherman
St.,
and
who
shave
shampoo
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
sale by all dealers. Adv.
ticura Soa; will find it best for skin and scalp.
Subscribe for The optic.
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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HERE FRE-- s
WHO VISITS
IS - WOUNDED
QUENTLY
f
WHILE IN ARIZONA

MAN

'

in

?
v

i

;

a
received an ac- it noraH
count of a shooting affray that took
plaeesin Arizona last month, in which
Frank )Gerard was wounded by a
bank of Mexicans. The injured man
l;31been a resident of Las Vegas at
deferent times during the past two
years and is well known here. The
follwing letter, was written by him
describing the shooting to his parents,
vho reside in Fontanelle, Iowa:

Calif., Sept. 20, 1913.
'Dear Folks: I am feeling considerably improved so will write of my
and give an account of the
Los Angeles,

jelfare

accident.
t
kt the end of each week I have a
isqpdly number of reports to make out.
These reports I made out on Saturday! Sunday morning I mounted a
small track velocipede and started
taf telegraph, station which was
about two miles distant from our
camp. The land on either side of the
track is covered with a growth of cedar and small pines. When about half
way to the station I passed an old
abandoned camp which consisted of
a cluster of small huts. As I passed
this camp I heard some Mexicans
Jabbering in their own tongue. The
velocipede made so much noise that
was
I did not catch anything that
what
understand
is
didn't
I
that
said,
they said. When I was about an
etehtii of a mile down the track 1
felt a quick hot slap on the back and
for an instant the brea'h was driven
from my lungs. I fell forward against
the handle of the velocipede and sat
for a few second. I could hear the westbound passenger coming down grade
'

TIME

STUDENTS

S. S. S. Means Pure Blood Which Insures Long Life and Health.
And In regenerating the tissues S. S. S.
The great experts in Chemistry .and
physiology now declare what has all has a rapid and positive antidotal effect
along been contended by the Swift Lab- upon all those irritating influences that
sore throat, weak
oratory that the germs of blood disorders cause rheumatism,
find lodgment In the interstices of the tis. eyes, loss of weight, thin pale cheeks, and
that weariness of muscle and nerve that
sues.
And herein Is where S. S. S. goes to
work rapidly, effectively and with wonderfully noticeable results.
This famous blood purifier contains
medicinal components Just as vital ana
essential to healthy blood as the nutritive
elements of wheat, roast beel, and fats
and the sugars that make up our dally
ration.
As a matter of fact there is one ingredient In S. S. S. which serves the active
purpose of stimulating each cellular part
of the body to the healthy and judicious
selection of its own essential nutriment.
That is why it regenerates the blood sup.
inply; why it has such a tremendous
fluence in overcoming eczema, rash, pimples, and all skin afflictions.

so

;ot up and dragged the velocipede

I

At this time dark
flashes began to cross my sight,
thin us began to whil, and I much
fen red I should faint on the track.
Uracing myself I stood in center of
the track and when the train rounded the curve I stopped it by signal.
The flagman helped me to a seat and
1
was taken to the emergency hospital at Flagstaff. There the wound
was dressed and after being interviewed by the sheriff and a railroad
detective I was loaded on a sleeper
and sent, on to Los Angeles.
We had to cross the desert and the
heat was terrible. Everyone was very
attentive and everything was made as
comfortable as possible. At Needles,
from the track.

is generally experienced, by all sufferers

with poisoned

blood.

Get a bottle of S. S. S. at any drug
store, and In a few days you will not only
feel bright, and energetic, but you will be
the picture of new life.
S. S. S. is prepared only In the laboratory of the Swift Specific Co., 201 Swift
Bldg, Atlanta, Ga. Who maintain a very
efficient Medical Department, where all
who have any blood disorder of a stubborn nature may write freely for advice;
S. S. S. 13 sold everywhere by all drug
stores.
Beware of all attempts to sell you
something "Just as good." Insist upon
S. S. S.

my wound was paining me
considerably so a physician was called and I was given a hypodermic inCalif.,

jection.
Landed in Los Angeles next morning and was sent to the hospital in
ta:;icab.

Eight
pictures have been taken and the bullet fairly located. If it
gives me no trouble the bullet will
out. For the last two
not
days, however, I have had sharp
pains about where the bullet lays, and
if this continues until Monday the
bullet will come out.
The shot entered just to the right
of the spine and followed the inside
curve of the rib around to the front
of the right chest.
y
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The Plot
of the Play

The story of the play is- - simple enough.
a man of wealth, possessing the character and Instincts of tho
born 'gentleman, falls in love with a poor
telephone operator, Miss Virginia Blaine, 'a
young woman of fine character and high
ideals. Her refusals of his many invitations
to partake of pleasures only increase Mr.
Stafford's love for her. Finally he invites-hertogether with a sister, Panny, and her
James Gillcy, to
intended brother-in-law- ,
his home, and here Mr. Stafford confesses
his love for her and pleads with her to marry him, for he is sure that if she loves no
one else and holds him even in affectionate
regard, the warmth of his affection will soon
make her lovo him.
They are married and live together for
two years. Every luxury which a husband
!can shower upon a wife he showers upon
her. A beautiful home, a yacht, a box at
the opera, automobiles, trips abroad. He
James Gilley.
(even takes the happy-go-luckinto his office, paying
her brother-in-law- ,
ihim a salary entirely out of proportion to
bis ability, just to please his, wife. But. in
spile of all these attentions, a growiD.? spirit

Jlr. Robert Stafford,
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little Bcceptlon to bring tha husband and
together. He sends for Mr. Stafford,

fliA imnrpflsinn llmf.
on.l loawici titm
Mrs. Stafford has sent for bira. Iij the mean- -

-

-

-

of. discontent gnaw? at her heart .string
She loves her husband, it is true, for he is
invariably attentive and affectionate. But,
of late, he has succumbed to a habit of
drinking to excess, and at such time he has
given evidence of a growing disposition to
degrade her which fills her with shame and
dismay. Sober, he is s courteous, considerate gentleman; drunk, his usual calm dignity gives way to a spirit of exhilaration of
amiable and genial Jmnior, which lasts as
long as he can have his way, but the moment
he is crossed in his desires the dictatorial
and domineering character of the man, so
successfully concealed when sober, is displayed, and be will slop at nothing to have

his way

On one particular evening Mr. Stafford
comes home exhilarated and inflamed by
drink. Ho is pleasant and amiable enough
until his wife refuses to drjnk to a toast
which he desires to propose to her. The
beast in him is aroused, and he attempts by
force to compel her to do his bidding. When
this fails he asserts his legal authority as
husband to compel her to obey him. This
she scornfully rejects, with the assertion
that the husband who would claim such, authority confesses that he no 'longer possesses
the only authority which exists in marriage'
the moral one. Goaded to desperation bj
her persistent refusal, he taunts her with
the charge that lie has bought and paid for
her and therefore she must do what pleases
him. Her finer instincts rebel at this insult,
and even though she knows it was spoken by
him when he was no longer responsible for
,
t, she decides to leave him.
On the following morning, when he is
sober, she makes known her dctcrmintttiu.i.- -

She will neither forgive nor forget (he insult
Jjl
he has offered her that she has been "bought
and paid for," for this strikes et the very
Ml
character and dignity of womanfiood- - He
and confining labor. Just as she goes to her
is thoroughly repentant and beseeches her
own room to change her clothes and rest,
for pardon. He reminds her that he was
Stafford enters, and when she returns
irunk and not responsible whjn he said it; Mr,
the living-rooto
again and sees her hushim
that the very
but she rightfully reminds
and with outstretched
band
there,
smiling
fact that he made it when his reason no
arms to receive her, she falls "into his arms.
longer controlled his actions revealed all
She again professes her deep love for him,
the more clearly how he really felt towards,
because of the sacrifice he has
especially,
her. She would therefore remain with hira
made in coming to her unbidden, and he, imOn one condition; he may not erase this feelmediately perceiving the ruse that has been
ing from his heart, but ho could keep it
practiced upon them both, though he does
concealed by remaining sober. She therehis discovery, tells her how he
fore would exact a promise from him, as notreveal
had fought the battle and how she had won,
the condition upon which she would remain,
could promise hor that he will
and that was that he must never "drink for he now
never drink again, that Tie will make himself
again.
worthy f her.- She, too, discovers the deHe denies her right to make this demand.
has been
which
ception
She asserts her right to make the demand,
toand she leaves him with the vow that she practiced to bring them
of
the
but
plea
gether,
has
sent
him
he
return
to
will never
until
for her or come for her, an act which will husband is so earnest, and
be a confession that ho will comply with her his admission that as she did
not send . for him she had
demand. He pleads with her to remain. He
therefore really won the vie- points out to her how she has become actory, is so convmcin
customed to luxury, and that she can no
she forgets and forgives mm
longer live as she did before their marriage.
H nV.V". vi
He offers to make her an allowance, but she and then returns
him
to
and
again,
refuses all his advances and loaves him with
renders' complete
nothing, as she came to him with nothing.
and permanent
d
Three months later Mrs. Stafford
a humble position as saleslady at a the happiness that
modest salary, and, together with her sister should exist be
is living in a humble tween husband
and brothcrjn-law- ,
and wile.
apartment to maintain which means a
She is constantly imporstruggle.
tuned to return to her husband, but she refuses every plea,' as her
is of
greater importance to hor than the material
things whieh her surrender would bring her.
James,, her brother-iresorts to a
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From Ocean to Ocean, The Play That Has Everybody Talking
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SO

BAD"
SO SAYS A. L. WESTGARD UPON
HIS ARRIVAL IN ALBUQUERQUE YESTERDAY

loafed r.ronni the Harvey house and
waited for it to go away.
"I fount! the road from Las Vegas
to Santa Fe, much maligned as it is,
In fairly good
It was so
shape.
much better than some of the places
I crossed that I thought it was good.
I can say this, if you keep your roads
in as good condition as the other
routes you need never fear but that
you will get as much traffic as any
other route, whatever one may be
selected for official approval. Yoi
have things here of archaeological
interest which cannot be found elsewhere, you have your pueblos and
other picturesque attractions aside
from the. scenic advantages of the
roads that will always bring tourists
to you. Nine months in the year, if
you keep your roads in good shape,
you will have practically all the trafbe the
fic. The other months
northern season.
"As to the road west, 1 expect to
go by way of Socorro and Magdalena
to Sprmgerville, and I assure you that
nobody has nny keener memory of
the hardships of that route than 1
have. If I find the high centers missing, the sandy canyons bedded over
and the rocks gone, nobody will be
more pleased than 1 will."
--

When he arrived in Albuquerque
yesterday morning A. L. Westgard,
Tlce president and director of the
transcontinental highways of the National Highways association, stated
that the road between Las Vegas and
Santa Fe was In excellent condition.
'All through his trip through northern
New; Mexico. Mr. Westgard has been
iwarned of this read and the general
opinion of Las Vegas residents was
that the road Is terror. This idea Is
entirely wrong and Mr. Westgard,
Wto has traveled over more miles of
road than any local tourist will ever
travel perhaps In a life time, says the
road Is In good condition. In regard
to the condition of the roads between
Las Vegas, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, Mr. Westgard was quoted in the
Albuquerque Herald:
"I found the roads north of here
In good shape all the way," said Mr.
"Westgard, "though we were detailed
a couple of days In Las Vegas beca-e- e
of a heavy snow. Knowing New Mexico adobe as I do I played safe and
did not attempt to get anywhere
while that snow was there. We just

--

A

Marvelous Escape

"My little hoy had a marvelous escape," writes P. F. r.astiams of Prince
Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It occurred in the middle of the night. He
got a very- severe attack of croup.
As luck v- '..1 lme it, I had a large
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in the house. After following

the directions for an hour and twenty
minutes ho was through all danger."
Sold by all dealers. Adv.
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STOCK INCREASES
ON THE FOREST
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reports, 8,546,000 cattle,
horses and mules, and 28.366.000
The national forests support
(sheep.
In these states 17 per cent of the total number of cattle grazed, 3.48 per
NINE
AND
MILLION cent of horses and mules, and 27.5
ANIMALS WERE FED THIS
.
per cent of sheep.
SUMMER
It is estimated that the annual product of these animals is 300,000 head
A marked Increase in the quantity of beef cattle of various ages and
of livestock grazed on national forest grades and 5,000,000 head of lambs
ranges during the past fiscal year Is and mutton sheep.
Since the average net meat weight
reported by the forest service. Nine
and a half million domestic arimals of a beef animal Is 515 pounds, of a
have been occupied during the sum- lamb 37 pounds, and of a sheep 52
mer in converting one of the
pounds, the stock grazed on national
states
of the forests into meat, hides forests in the 11
and wool. In addition, there were In produce annually about 155,000,000
round numbers three hundred thou- pounds of beef and 312,000,000 pounds
sand calves and colts and five mil- of mutton. In addition, it is said the
lion lambs and kids exempt from per wool grown totals 55,000,000 pounds,
nvit. and therefore not enumerated.
hides approximately 300,000 !n numto
the
gathered
figures
ber, and pelts 5,000,000.
According
This output, according to the forest
(lie amount of ttock grazed un'lt-- per.
m't during the year is over four per service, does not involve any matecent greater than for the previous rial sacrifice of forest or watershed
year, while the number of permittees protection or permanent forago pro
wing the fo'ests for pasturage pur- ductivity on the national forests. The
poses was increased from 26,501 to system of range management applied
The total receipts by the by the government has proved, it is
27,406.
government from grazing fees for the claimed, effective and simple, and the
12 months ending June 30, 1913, were quality and quantity of the national
$1,007,739, and the portion of this
forage crop is said to be improving
to schools and roads in the each year.
states in which the national forests
are situated is about $352,708.
The changeable weather of early
on coughs and colds that
Grazing is second only to lumber- fnll brin-ri,:.vc a weakening effect on the sysof
national
the
as
a
line
principal
ing
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Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 1. Preliminary reports were received today from
the county school superintendents In
Torrance and Guadalupe counties.
These reports are not complete but
only show the districts - in which
schools are now open.
In Torrance county, Charles L. Burt
superintendent, 24 teachers are employed in 18 districts. Thirteen
schools have but one teacher, four spread of Christ's kingdom, and to
have two and one has three. There make stated efforts to bring other
will be nine months school in three men to Christ through the church.
districts, ,eight months in six, seven The organization has many thousands
months in one, six months in two and of members in America and in other
five months school in six districts. countries.
The average salary paid the 24 teachThe convention
will
continue
ers now engaged Is f 61.20 per month. through the week and will reach
its;
In Guadalupe county, J. V. GallCgos, close on Sunday next. There will be
superintendent, there are 20 districts but two business sessions, while the
in which school has opened, and 30 rest of the time will be devoted to
Six districts conferences on methods of
teachers are employed.
work, inwill have nine months school, two spirational meetings, devotional serwill have eight months and 12 will vices, several mass meetings arid the
hold only for five months. The school celebration of the corporate communcensus of the county is 3,476 and the ion, Bishop Greer will preside at
average salary paid to the 30 teach- seevral of the conferences and other
ers above referred to is $G3.30.
churchmen of note, who have come
About Through With Work
to New York to take part in the genThe state board of equalization is eral convention of the Episcopal
rapidly getting the appeals before it church a week hence, will deliver adclofced up, and within a short time ex- dresses before the
gathering of the
pects to be able to certify to the coun- brotherhood. The mass meetings and
ty collectors and the state auditor, the conferences will be held at Carthe corrected tax valuation of the negie hall, the meetings of the Brothslate and the various counties. Ac- erhood Council at the Church club.
cording to a member of the board this The magnificent St. Thomas's church
will be an increase over the summary which Is
nearing completion, will be
of the tax rolls as they came from used for the first time for the
great
the assessors, which total was
preparation service to be held on SatThis is taken to mean that urday evening and the communion serthe state board has In general made vice will be held at the Cathedral of
raises in the majority of cases over St. John the Divine, on Sunday mornthe assessment as fixed by the county ing. During the week there will also
officials. One member of the board be services at the Church of Zion,
also stated that it had been mention- at the Church of St. Timothy and
ed and the board was seriously con- seevral other churches. Noted
preach'
sidering making a general order to ers" will occupy the pulpits at these
the county assessors requiring them religious services.
to put on the tax rolls, if not already
on, the sums in the various counties
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
turned in by the railroad accountants
New York, Oct. 1. Although moveas not assessed or at least not being
ments
of stock during the morning
found on the rolls. This amount acwith several - reacwere
uncertain,
cording to the railroad's summary
the
opening rise, the marwas $555,782. This total is the aggre- tions after
ket
grew steadier, on a
gradually
gate value of property which changed
level which showed general gains for
in
hands
1913, in which the actual
value was ascertained, and in which the leaders. Large offerings of Steel
on the market
the land could not be located on the made less Impression
tax rolls of the various counties. This than yesterday and the belief that the
in danger of
amount ranged from a few dollars in shorts were
caused more contheir
holdings,
haQuay county to over $180,000 in
fident
buying.
tJ
ves county.
Steel was forced under yesterday's
Another New School
"
low point, but subsequently moved up
An application was approved today
with
the other leaders. London bought
for $300 for' a school building and $50
here.
stocks
for furnishings, in school district No.
the improvement in
In spite
15 in Santa Fe county.
tone, however, buying was not agHearing Monday
and trading grew dull as the
By agreement between the attorney gressive,
noon hour approached.
general and the state treasurer, the
Bonds weer irregular. The favoralternative writ of mandamus against
ite
speculative stocks advanced durthe state treasurer to compel him to
the noon hour. Union Pacific
ing
invest the money in the permanent
a new high price for the day,
reached
school fund in the state highway
Steel and Amalgamated
and
Reading,
bonds, will be heard Monday, October
about the morning top quotato
rose
6, instead of October 2 as originally
tions, 'but otherwise the market was
set by the supreme court.
virtually good.
Special Cattle Rate
The market closed firm. Reading
A request for a special rate on cattle in carload, lots frpni Gallup to
Wagon Mound "has "been granted by
the state corporation commission for
the purpose of allowing stockmen in
McKinley county to move their cattle
from a district where the range Is
poor, to one where better grazing for
the winter can be secured. This rate
is $53, as compared with the regular
rate of $75 a car.
Corporation Amendment
The Stern-Hage- r
Land and Livestock company has filed with the
state
an
corporation commission
amendment changing the name of
the concern to the Stern Land and
Livestock company. E. H. Oakley of
this city, Is the statutory agent for the
.xh-.:.
corporation.
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Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that- relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
offer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Grot's
Drug Store. Adv.
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"fllAWANOA'S CROSS,"

and the copper stocks made the best
prices of the day in the last hout

I'lah and Amalgamated increased fo
In the rest of the list gains
were well held to the close. The lst,
sales were:
75
Amalgamated Copper

1.

Sugar, bid
Atchison ...

1()

Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd..".

1Q7

r4 ;i

fooya
458
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
declined
Chicago, Oct. 1. Wheat
today, affected by Liverpool reports
of increased offerings of Russian and
Canadian cargoes at lower prices.
The opening was Vt to
lower, with
v
additional declines. The close was
cent, lower.
steady at
Generally clear weather made the
corn market weak.
At
the outset
lower.
prices were unchanged to
A further sag ensued. The close was
to
net decline.
steady at
Oats, like other grain, lacked support. The market declined from the.

start and seemed to lack the power
to rally.

Support from packers held provisions barely steady. Weakness at the
yards formed the chief influence tend-in- ?
to ease the market. The closing
quotations for the day were:
Wheat, Dec. 87; May 92.
Corn,

Oct.

71.

70;

Dec.

Oats, Dec. 42; May
Pork, Jan. $20.07;

69;

May

45.
May

$20.22.

Lard, Jan. $10,97; May $11.12.
Ribs, Jan. $10.60; May $10.70.
KANSAS CITY

LIVE STOCK

Much of the piling, wharf material
and loCk gates 'of the Panama canal
are made of greenheart, said to be
the most durable wood knewn for
these purposes, which comes mainly
from BritisK Guiana.

"THE HARMLESS ONF

OF ST. ANDREW
BROTHERHOOD
New York, Oct. 1. More than five

1

I

thousand delegates, gathered hero
from many sections of the United
States and of Canada and from a
number cf foreign countries, wfje in
attendance when the twenty jghth
national convention of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew was called to order this morning at Carnegie hall.
The
brotherhood is a men's organization in the Episcopal church,
started 25 years ago, to pray for the

THE VOICE OF THE VICTOR

Should Be Heard In Every Home
0"HE one withthe dog on top' is the way a gentleman explained

J

which kind of talking machine he wanted. We are specialists on the dog kind. Know all about Victors and
carry them in
stock. vVe want you to hear a few of our big assortment of fine
--

to us
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Records.

MACHINES
RECORDS
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$10 to $200

FROM 65c to

$7.00
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Kansas City, Oef. 1. Hogs, receipts
Market 5 cents lower. Bulk
10,000.
$8.258.60;
heavy
$S.258.55;
packers and butchers $8.258.60:
lights $8.258.55; pigs $67.50.
Cattle, receipts 10,000. Market steaPrime fad
dy to 10 cents lower.
steers $8.809.25; dressed beef steers
$7.908.75; western steers $6.60
8.40;; southern steers $5.707; cows
$4.257; heifers $59; stockers and
bulls
feeders $5.508.15;
$4.50
6.50; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market 10
cents higher. Lambs $6.507.25;
yearlings $55.75; wethers $4.25'
4.75; ewes $3.504.50.
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forests. Practically all of the nation- tem, and may become chronic. Use
al forests used extensively for graz- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
It has a very soothing and healing efing purposes are within tha 11 states
fect on the irritated and inflamed air
extending east from the Pacific coast passages, and will help very quickly.
known as tha "far western group" It is a well known family medicine
These states contain, according to that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
2,810,-00latest
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PERSONALS

j

tob

E. G. Cooper of Denver was a busi
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
A. E. Dorman of Denver, came in
:t night for a short business visit.
II. W. Kelly
returned last night
'

m.,a. short business visit to

Wat- -

THE VARIOUS CLASSES

ARE ASSIGNED REGULAR HOURS FOR
WORK

fOUS. )
I
B. C.' Henderson of

Lake Arthur is
in Las Vegas for

'

t business "Visitor
i?eral dayg.
Joe Baca'of Rociaaa came
Jraorning

from

i

in this
his home for a few

ays' busines visit her,
W. R.. Hilly, an attorney at law of
'Jjpringer, came in, yesterday evening
for a shdrt business visit here.
C. HyWebb of Santa Fe came in last
flight from his homeN at the Capitol
'Jity fir a short business visit here.
,'C. L Justice, cashier of the Roy
of Ray, came
pVust ad Savings Bank
H last fight for a few days visit here.
,;j County
Engineer George Morrison
ti turned this afternoon from Watrous,
where "Be had been on a short business visit.
, 'Miss jllary
Fenton left this after-liofor 'tier home at Wagon Mound
having been a visitor here for
j

n

ler

Je

pastiew

days.
Mrs. G. W. Oakley of Kan- City, arrived in Las "Vegas this
afternoon and will; be visitors here
or the next few days.
Mr. ana Mrs. K. D. MacQuarrie and
At. and Mrs. H. J. Cavanaugh, ail of
tN'ew York city, arrived in Las V'egps
? M-Kk'as"

fld

this afternoon for an indefinite stay.
Chapman, representative for
he Commonwealth Shoe and Leather
company gf Boston, was a business
isitor in Las Vegas today.
A. A.

Dr. J. D. Macftin, a well known phy- -

Isician of Antonchico, came in last
night from Tils home for a few days
visit here.
M. F. Eidson of Liberal, Kans., ar
rived in Las Vegas yesterday even-ino- in Ha Fnrd automobile on his way
Brora Liberal to El Paso, Texas, where
iie will locate.
J. W. Barday came, in yesterday
venina: from his home at Albuquer
que for a short business trip here. He
represents the International Correpondence

It

A,

ANNOUNCED

J1

t

y;

schools.
of Public In

State Superintendent
struction Alvan N. White left this
afternoon for his home at Santa Fe
after having been a "business visitor
here for the past few days.
R. Ti. Larkiri. representative for the

j

The complete schedule for the win
ter's work of the gymnasium classed
of the Y. M. C. A. has been announced by Physical Director Burns of that
institution. It will go into effect
All the
different classes
Monday.
have received an equal period of time
in the "gym" and will find sufficient
exercise, as Director Burns plans
heavy work for the coming winter
and hopes to make the classes the
most successful ever known in the

which expired today. The Salt Lake
capitalists are convinced of the feasibility of the project and of its desirability, but they have been subjected to
several vexatious delays which have
prevented them entering Into a contract.
Should the option be allowed to expire, there are numerous influential
Las Vegans who urge that local capital be used to complete the irrigation
system. It is understood the grant
board is considering having complete
plans drawn at once, in order to be
prepared for any emergencies which
may arise. The possession of such
plans, together with accurate estimates, would be of immense value to
the board when considering bids or
propositions, it is declared.

lUIN INTERFERES
WITH COUNTY FAI

Regulation suits will be worn in all
classes j except the business mea's ARRIVAL OF DISPLAYS AT THE
ARMORY IS DELAYED BY
class. The work of all classes with
BAD WEATHER
men
the exception of the business
will consist of marching, calisthenics,
On account of disagreeable weather
apparatus work and games. The business men will stick to their favorite the exhibits for the San Miguel county
fair have not been coming in as fast
game, volleyball.
as
was expected by the committees in
to
All those who desire
join these
classes are requested to make appli- charge. Up to this morning only a
cation at. the instructor's office this few exhibits had been received, al
though it was expected that a number
week.
The schedule is as follows: The would come in this afternoon. The
business men will meet Monday, Wed- farmers on the mesa will make the
to Las Vegas tomorrow and probnesday and Friday afternoons from trip
will bring their .exhibits to the
ably
5:30 o'clock to 6:30 a'clock. Extra
business men's classes will be held city in time to get them on display by
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons noon.
It is possible that the fair may be
from 5:30 to 6:30 o'clock. The senior class will meet Monday and extended for another day on account
of the disagreeable weather, and" alThursday evenings from 8 to 9 o'clock.
The students' class will meet Mon- though no definite" statement has yet
made by those in charge, this
day and Wednesday afternoons from Jspen
will be the case and the
pliably
The interme4:15 to 5:15 o'clock.
diate class will meet Tuesday after- "air will last until Saturday night.
noon from 4:15 to 5:15 o'clock. The
junior class will meet Wednesday afternoon from 4:15 to '5:15 o'clock, ARRESTS ARE
and on Saturday morning from 9:30 to
11 o'clock the intermediate and junior
classes will combine for work.
IN STRIKE ZONE
During the 'basketball season all
the evenings which are now taken by
regular classes will be used for bas- RIOTING AND FIRING UPON WORKketball practice by the High school,
MEN OCCUR IN CALUMET
Normal and Y. M. C. A. teams.
'
.
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FIVE

REBELS' LEADERS

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE

LEAVE PIEDRAS

i

Do business in a

way and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
are yours without cost as a result.
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging: and polite. There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.

NEORAS
(Continued from Page One)
and property of ail the foreigners at
Piedras Negras.
Japanese refugees at Piedras Negras will be admitted to the United
States under supervision of the department of labor, which w.ll take
precautions against violations of the
immigration 'i.ws.
Discrimination is Charged
Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas
took up with Assistant Secretary of
the Treaury Hamlin today a complaint received from H L. Beach,
publisher ot the Sai AntJiiio Light,
that the government vas discriminating against the Mexican constitutionalists in favor of the federals in deci
sions relating to the neutrality . pro
clamation.
Senator Sheppard received a ' telegram from Mr. Beach, which he submitted to Assistant Secretary Hamlin.
Earlier in the day, while at the White
House to present friends to President
Wilson, Senator Sheppard said" he
might later call the president's attention to Mr. Beach's message.
The latter says Huertistas are buying horses, saddles and forage at San
Antonio and that Assistant Secretary
Hamlin ruled these purchases not in
violation of the neutrality proclamation as not manufactured for military purposes. On the other hand,
the message declares that Colonel Ortega of the constitutionalist- army was
prevented from exporting lard, flour
and sugar for the, constitutionalist
troops and that merchants at Eagle
Pass and Laredo have been arrested
for buying overalls, on a treasury ruling that they were for military pur-

busines-lik-

e

PEOPLES BANK
-

CAPITAL

ar- -

in Las yegas this "afternoon
will remain here for the next
Stew weeks visiting his family.
.
.
11..
fir
i
Batcheior, local agent lor me

KELLY'S

VICTIMS

SUED BY A BANK

pwl
Santa Fe

railway, returned last night
York and various other
Uates in that section of the country,
where lie has been on a visit for the
several weeks.
fast J. Mack of Atchison, Kas., arriv-lfin Las Vegas and is looking for a
location. Mr. Mack prefers a fruit
';'arm and has. intentions of establishing a large orchard here if arrangements can be made.
1 Mrs. J, P. M. Aker, who has been a
iesident of Las Vegas for the past
left last night for Mopyeral months, was
accompanied by
Ala.
She
bile,
lier children. Mrs. Aker will go to
iJsTew Orleans after visiting in Mobile
Wor some time.
I Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner, who
fiia'-beeS residents of Las Vegas for
th$ past several months, left this afternoon for their home at Mobile, Ala.,
where they will remain. Mr. and
klr. Turner may visit Las Vegas
again next summer.
Senator T. B. Catron passed through
wr.aa voraa this Afternoon on train
to. 1 on his way to his home at San- Mr.
D. C.
a. Fe from Washington,
Jatron expects to remain in the Capi- al City for several weeks before re
turning to Washington.
Demity Sheriff A. C. Buckner of
'
firant county, passed through Las
Vegas this afternoon with four youjig
!men who are to be committed to the
state reformatory at Springer. Sheriff
Buckner brought Juan Castillo, an in- sane; person, to this city to be com-- 1
mitted to the state hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. E, C. Dairy mple of In
dianapolis. Ind.i passed through Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon in an au
tomobile on their way to Albuquer
que. Mr. Dalrymple returned to ias
Vegas this morning for two axles.
About 35 miles south of the city the
automobile broke two axles and as
Las Vegas was the nearest city he
made the trip, being on the road all

d

e

MEN WHOSE NAMES WERE FORGED ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE
GOOD "BAD PAPER"
Attorney. Albert T. Rogers, Jr., acting as referee, is hearing today the
case of the Roy Trust and Savings
bank against several prominent citizens of Union and Mora counties for
the collection of notes aggregating a
considerable sum. Among the men
here as defendants are Manuel
and Salome Garcia.
Though it la said the bank admits
the notes were forged, it seeks to
have the defendants compelled to pay
them, alleging that they are responsible, under the law, for paper bearing their names. The notes are said
to haTOheen forged by H. C. Kelly,
who formerly resided in Las Vegas.
Sis-ner-

Kelly's mode of proceduret is said,
was to induce men to sign applications

for insurance. Having thus obtained
their signatures, he would forge notes
hearing their names, often raising
the amount to a high figure. The
notes he disposed of to banks at 50
per cent of .the face value. Several
such notes are said to have been sold
to the Roy Trust and Savings bank.
Kelly's victims were not alone nonresidents of Las Vegas. Before his
departure, which was unexpected, he
forged' a check, using the name of
Thomas Johnsen, and cashed it at a
local bank. Then he disappared and
has never been found, so far as is
known. Kelly claimed to be an in
surance agent, t He had .an j of fice in
the Pioneer building and resided in
rooms above the Johnsen furniture
store on Douglas avenue.

OPTION IS EXTENDED
FOR ANOTHER

WEEK

night.

WANTED Clean cotton
Optic office.

rags

at

'

EL TORVENIR
fhe Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main 20 and Olive 6174
All Year Round Resort

y
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000.00
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American League
Boston at New York.
Philadelphia at Washington.

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND

Western League
Denver at Lincoln.
Topeka at Wichita.
St. Joseph at Des Moines.
Omaha at Sioux City.
YESTERDAY'S

G

"'s( of Main

BASEBALL

1,050

National League
At Boston Boston, 8; New York,
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
;

R
5

ETA1L

Tf

MalnXI

FULLY EBIHPPRi AT YOUH iiOOii

0.

10-1-

Brooklyn,

American League
Washington Washington,
3;
Philadelphia, 0.
Now
At New York Boston,
At

York,

2--

Western League
At Lincoln Lincoln, 3;- Denve. 2.
At Sioux City Sioux City, 12; Oma

ha, 2.
At Wichita Wichita, 12; Topeka, 6.
At Des Moines Sr. Joseph. 5, Des
Moines, 3.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

The message also asks why the
war department prohibits constituAmerican League
tionalists from bringing the wounded
R. H E.
Oct. 1.
Washington,
into this country from Piedras Ne.0 3 1
Philadelphia
gras to Eagle Pass, when the federals Washington
1
1
had such privileges at Nogales, Naco
Batteries:
Bohen, and
McAvoy;
and Matamoras.
Bentley, Gallia and Ainsinith.

MosoMle

Las Vegos
Phone Main 344,

&

llaiine

Whalen,

&

Fowler

Co

Prtps

3-

DISTRICT

Irived

land

TRUST CO.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

'

fVhlr.aBO.
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TODAY'S BASEBALL

-

poses.
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STILL
SALT LAKE CAPITALISTS
INVESTIGATING IRRIGATION

PROJECT
Judge David J. Leahy, legal cus
todian of the Las Vegas land grant,
yesterday extended one week the op
tion held hy Salt Lake capitalists for
the completion of the irrigation project upon the grant. The judge took
this action upon the reecipt of an urgent letter from th",Salt Lake people
asking for an extension of the option.

Johnston, a business man
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
of L'Anse, Mich., writes: "For years,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
coughs and cold3 has been our family
National League
medicine. We give it to our children,
, Won Lost Pet
on
like
account
who
its
of
it
pleasant
women
strike sympaleaders of the
.667
98
49
is a safe cure for coughs New York
taste.
It
thizers, and Ben Goggia, a strike and colds." It contains no opiates
86
.589
-60
Philadelphia
leader, are among those in custody. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
.570
65
.86
Chicago
Workmen were intimidated and one Store. Adv.
69 . .531
78
Pittsburgh
deputy was badly beaten. Strikers
.450
82
67
Boston
who prevented men from going to
82 i .442
65
.
Brooklyn
ABE
HELD
TILL
work at the Allouez mine were dis- CATTLE
87 i .424
64
Cincinnati
persed by cavalry.
.331
99
49
St. Louis
Considerable shooting by strikers
TARIFF BILL PASSES
'
in the Keweenaw district last night
American League
was reported1 to military headquarters.
Won Lost Pet
Auto hunting parties were fired on THE OWNERS EXPECT TO SAVE
.638
54
95
Philadelphia
restrict.
as they passed through that
MONEY ON IMPORTATION OF
.580
63
87
.:
.
Washington
A Calumet physician returning from
BEEF STOCK
65
83
, .661
Cleveland
one
a call at Ahmeek was fired on,
.531
69
78
Boston
of the bullets cutting off one of the
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 1. American Chicago
.517
72
77
fingers of his driver. There was the cattlemen are holding thousands of Detroit .430
85
64
--L.i
usual picketing by strikers through-outh- e head of Mexican cattle in bond at El St. Louis
.373
94
56
zone.
Paso and at other points on the bor New York
.372
55 L 93
der, awaiting action on the tariff bill
providing free importation. One lo
Western League
REPORTS OF DISORDER cal firm has 5,000 head in bond and
Won Lost Pet.
claims it will savo $25,000.
.630
60
.101
One thousand are being held at El
.569
.70
91
.
COME FRO'vi TUINIDAD
.534
77
. 86
Paso; 2,443 at Alpine, Texas; 2,000 at St. Joseph U- -.
Los Ojitos and others at points east Lincoln J4-- J
.518
79
. 83
.487
and west of here. The cattlemen ar9
82
. 77
MINERS SHOW A
STRIKING
.451
88
permitted to hold the cattle in bond
. 72
TO VIOLATE
445
for six months.
. 72 .90
THE LAWS
.398
63
98
.
!:
Trinidad. Col., Oct. 1. Reports of
HAGGIN IS ILL
further disorderly activity on the part ALGI)QUERQUE1TRIST
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 1. James B
of the striking coal miners of the Ludlow tent colony reached the sheriff
COMPANY CLOSED Haggin, famous horseman and copper
A.
store
G.
a
clerk
magnate, Is suffering! from pneumo
Williams,
today.
nia, at his home, Greenhill, near here,
at Hastings, claims that strikers mo.
87 years
lested' him last night wmle he and BANK EXAMINER FINDS
IRREG today. Mr. Haggin, who Is
old, became suddenly ill yesterday.
ULARITY IN CONDITION OF
his wife were driving to 'Ludlow in a
.
His condition is serious.
MONTEZUMA
buggy. He said the strikers dispersed
at the sound of an automobile apCadillac Mich., Js .said to be the
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.tlir-T- he
Mon
proaching in the darkness. The sher'
foremost
city in the countfy for varied
iff is investigating.
tezuma Trust company of Albuquer
'
The Sopris mine of the C. F. and que was closed today by the state and", close umiization of forest J pro
ducts.
at
miners
71
coal
I. company reports
bank; examiner, following an examinawork and 100 coke ovens being work- tion which revealed alleged irregularof all the
More than
ed. This statement is made in denial ities in the conduct of its affairs. E.
of statements of officials of United A. Mossman, assistant bank examin- sheep in the eleven states nearest
Mine Workers that the mine is with er, is in charge and a receiver will the Pacific coast are grazed on the
out a man
be asked for. The bank has been in national forests.
process of liquidation for some time
The national forests contain water
Governor Gets Good Reports
past.
with, an aggregate estimated
R.
1.
Lawson,
John
powers
Octo.
Denver,
capacity of 12,000,000 horse power,
member of the executive board' of the
FLOODS GROW WORSE
under permit from
United Mine Workers of America, reHouston, Tex., Oct. J. A'uUiar available for the
turned from the southern coal fields night rain has increasad the gravity the secretary of agriculture.
today and held an informal conference of the flood situation in southeastern
with Governor Ammons. Both the Texas and 'touthwevin Lo iis;iaiia. Quick Help to Backache and Rheu
matism
governor and Lawson stated that noth- Streams still are rising. Railway ser
wants
The man or woman who
considbeen
had
vice east of Houston is almost para- auick help from backache and rheuing of Importance
"
ered.
;
lyzed. Hundreds of houses in Lake matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Reports received at the governor's Charles, La., are under water, and Pills. They act so quickly and with
such cood effect that weak, inactive
office today showed that conditions business practically is paralyzed.
that do not keep the Wood
kidneys
affected
were peaceful in the camps
clean and free of impurities, are tonto healthy
The railroads ot the fitted States ed up and strengthened
by the strike.
wooden ties vigorous action. Good results follow
use about 150,000,000
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
each year.
Subscribe for The Optic.
and Red Cross Drag Co. Adv.
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 1. Ten
were made in the Calumet
strike district as the result of
Annie demons, one
today.

arrests
copper
rioting
of the

Henry

PHEASANT FARM RAISES

A.

1-

4

one-fourt- h

5,000
BASEBALL

Hatched by Hens, They Will Be Put
In the Game Preserves of
'
Oregon.;

NOTES

.

Duffy Lewis of the Red Sox, has
to make the trip around the
agreed
Five
thousand
Philomath,
pheasants have been raised thia sea- world with the Chicago White Sex.
son on the Oregon phoasant farm of
Benton county. Manager Gene Simp
Fred Lake, the Detroit scout, wi!l
son of the farm states that a great
probably
purchase a; New Englan.l
will
soon be distribnumber of these
league franchise before the opening
"
uted over the state.
Large numbers were ready for send- of next season.
ing out Borne tims ago, but have been
awaiting orders from the state game
Humphries, of the Cubs, and Dein-are- e
warden. The birds will go to all secof the Giants, are engaged in a
tions of the state, but the greater hard
number to those parts where - the the struggle for pitching honors in
National league.
pheasant is little known. None will
be given its liberty except on desigIt is said the once mighty llube
nated preserves, so their protection
will be guaranteed.
Waddell is about all In. Joe CantU-lioIn addition to the Chinese pheasants,
the Minneapolis manager, la cara number of rarer birds, such as the ing for the former
great fllnger.
silver and Reeves pheasants and the
quail, have been raised this
"Cy" Morgan, the former Kansas
year on the farm.
About 800 pheasant hens have been
pitcher, has organ- laying on the farm all the spring and ized a team of old major league playsummer. One hen lays from sixty to ers for a barnstorming tou.- - through
eighty eggs in a single season when Orio.
confined in a pen. But in captivity
the hens will not nest, and the? will
Not only is Bert Shottai of the
not hatch,, bo the eggs are gathered
Browns, hitting for .300, but he is also
and hatched under common hens.
standing among the leading dozen
s
and
in the
BIGGEST HOG HAS DOG CHUM
American league.
Bareback Riding "Stunt" Gets Place
It begins to look as if Larry Lajoie
for
Unique Team Among Freaks
"
will not figure in a world's series beat County Fair.
fore he retires from baseball. The
Sunnyside' Farm, Mo. W. W. Oliver great Clevand star has wailed in vain
is the owner of the largest hog in for 17
'I
years.
Missouri. It is of the Poland China
breed and weighs 700 pounds. It is
It is doubtful if ' Big Ed" Walsh of
7 feet 5 inches long and 3 feet 4
the
W'hite Sox, will be able to take
inches high. The smallest part of
its leg Is eleven Inches in circum- part In the Chicago city series. His
K
ference.'
start in Boston recently showed that
The hog, which answers to the the famous old "spitballist" was far
name ,of "A Wonder's Equal". , isU from
right.
very gentle. Its closest friend is a
which
to
tiny4 dog,
goes
the hog lot
Of what use are baseball percentevery day, leaps upon the back. of
the big hog and rides around the lot. ages in picking out the strongest
Both have been entered in the team? St. Paul, a second division
freak class eihlbit of the next coun- team, has led the American Associaty fair.
tion in both club batting and club
fielding practically all season.
Ore.

;

n,

bob-whit- e

s

Father

hase-stealer-

Kills Son.

Tompkins Cove, N. Y. Newton
Tomlin, aged sixty, shot and killed
his son Frank, aged twenty-twIn
their home in the presence of the
wife and mother. When the police
arrived the father said: ,'Tm glad I
finished him."
fol
The shooting
lowed a trivial quarrel.

In the National league Gathers Gibson of the Pirates, Meyers of tho
Giants, and Kling of the Reds, all hit
for .300 or better, while no American,
league backstop reached the .30 list
this season.

Park Chiefs Elect Chicagoan.
Denver, Colo. H. H. Richards of
Chicago was elected president of the
American Association of Park Super
intendents at their annual convention
here.

The western forestry and. conservation association will hold its annual
conference about December 15. This
year it will meet 8j Vancouver, B. C.
and will give its main consideration to
the problem of forest fire prevetitica
and coturol.
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UlT IN SANTA
FE COURT
JUDGE INSTRUCTS FOR HIM IN
DAMAGE SUIT OF DAVID
GONZALES

Grafton, W. Va., Oct 1 The new
workmen's compensation law passed
efby the last legislature, went Into
fect today and after today all corporations which have taken advantage
of the act by registering their acceptance of It within the prescribed time
will be Immune from suits for damages on account of accidents to their
employes. A large percentage oi tne
coal companies, factories and wholesale establishments in the state have
placed themselves under the law.

Santa Fe, Oct. i. The suit of David
FOR
Gonzales against Cleofes Romero for "SYRUP OF FIGS"
damages In the sura of $12,400, came
to an end Monday night when Judge
CONSTIPATED CHILD
E. L. Medler Instructed the jury to
bring in a verdict for the defendant.
LAXATIVE"
The judge declared that no proof had DELICIOUS "FRUIT
CAN'T HARM STOMACH,
been, shown that there had been ma
LIVER AND BOWELS
licious prosecution of the plaintiff by
the former superintendent of the territorial penitentiary.
Every mother realizes, after giving
The trial began Monday afternoon her children "California Syrup of
and' aroused a good deal of interest Figs," that this is their ideal laxative,
as a number of well known Santa Fe because they love its pleasant taste
ans were on the jury. George Voiney and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
Howard represented the plaintiff, and little stomach, liver and bowels withsession Colonel out griping.
nr. the afternoon
When cross, Irritable, feverish or
George W. Frichard assisted Mr. How
this
of
is! bad, stomach, sour, look at
C.
city
Catron
breath
ard. Charles
and Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas the tongue, mother! If coated', give a
appeared for former Warden Romero. teaspobnful of this harmless "fruit
la his opening statement Mr. How- laxative," and in a few hours all the
ard Bfated that he would strive to foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
prove the plaintiff prior to July, 191", undigested food passes out of the
was employed as an electrician at
bowels, and you have a well, playful
penitentiary and that na was dis child again. When its little system
charged "without cause," and that it Is full of cold, throat sore, has stomachwas said SeTraifstoIen certain articles -ache,
diarrhoea, indigestion, colic
war.
the
that
and
of wearing apparel;
remember, a good "inside cleansing"
den said as much to the board of pen should always be the first treatment
itentiary commissioners; that the given.
Millions of mothers keep "Califor
plaintiff was thrown out of employ
ment and because of the reports cir- nia Syrup of Figs" handy; they know
culated was unable to get employ a teaspoonful today saves a sick child
Ask" your druggist for a
ment. The second allegation was that tomorrow.
bottle of "California Syrup of
the defendant appeared' and caused
others to appear before the grand jury Figs," which has directions for babies,
to have the plaintiff Indicted for al children of all ages and grown-up- s
leged theft but that no true bill was printed on the bottle, rieware of coun
found.
terfeits sold here, so don't be fooled
There were several other allegations Get the genuine, made by "California
and the total amount of damages ask- Fig Syrup Company." Adv. .
ed ran up to l2,400.
The trial was Interesting, not only DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
because of the number of objections bv local applications, as they cannot
the
Mr. Spiess raised to questions asked reach the diseased portions toof cure
one
is
ear.
way
There
only
witnesses by Mr. Howard, which ob deafness, and that is by constitutional
jections were frequently sustfned, remedies. Deafness is caused by an
but because of question raised: Can inflamed condition of the mucoas linTube. When
a court offcer lie made to testify as ing of theis Eustachian
inflamed you have a rumto what was said in the grand jury this tube
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
room?
when it is entirely closed, deafness
"One of the ordinary Instructions is the result, and unless the inflambe taken out and this tube
given to the grand jurors Is to reveal mation can
to its normal condition,
restored
In
on
the
grand
nothing that goes,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
jury room," said Mr. Spiess, with some nine cases out of ten are caused by
cershould
warmth. "This instruction
catarrh, which is nothing but an InIn
flamed
the
condition of the mucous surelse
to
anyone
tainiy apply
faces.
;grand jury room."
We will
One Hundred Dollars'
It had been brought out that the for any casegiveof deafness (caused by
in
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
plaintiff had been an Interpreter
the grand jury room and may thus Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send' for circulhave obtained evidence as to who ap- arsF. free.
J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
peared before the grand jury to have
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
him, the Interpreter, indicted.
The picture of an interpreter trans- pation. Adv.
belating accusations against himself
REGISTER OF TREASURY SWORN
peo
made
many
the
jury
grand
fore
Washington, Oct. 1. Gabe E. Park
smile.
room
ple in the court
er, a descendant of the Choctaw tribe
of Indians, took the oath of office this
noon as the new register of the treasThey Make You Feel Good
The pleasant purgative effect pro- ury of the' United States. He was
duced by Chamberlain's Tablets and born in Oklahoma 36 years ago, rethe healthy condition of body and
mind which they create make one ceived a good education and became
feel joyful. For sale by all dealers. superintendent of the Armstrong acadAdv.
emy, an Indian school iu Oklahoma.
He Is the first man of Indian blood
LEAUGE MEETS who ever held so important an office.
MUNICIPALITIES
Portland, Ore., Oct. 1. RepresentaNeuralgia of the face, shoulder.
tives of 20 municipalities, representthe north--wes- hands or feet requires a powerful
of
cities
the
all
leading
ing
that will penertate the flesh.
met here today for the second remedy
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMiSJNT posannual conference of the League of sesses that power. Rubbed in where
Pacific Northwest MimicipaVties. The the pain is felt is all that is necessary
to relieve suffering and restore norleague was organized last year and mal conditions. Price 23c, 50c and
Walheld its first convention at Walla
Sold by Central
$1.00 per bottle.
Drus Co. Adv.
la last year.

State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, In the District Court.
Nels C. Kler, and
Alma S. Kier
Plaintiffs.
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for Children!"
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same safe effective and curative med-

s

icine thattheirparents

m

found it. Forallcoughs,
colds, croup, whooping

mum

amiai

--

-

1

FOR

cough, bronchitis,
hoarsenes end tickling
in throat, use it. It

Lolas

flives satisfactory

RED CROSS DF.UG
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"The Children's Children" are now using
Voley's Honey and Tar
Compound and

g

CONTAINS
CO.

NO

OPIATES

O. G. SCHAEFER

l
1
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OPTIC

iViio onmroir
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wlitMi la a stalfB ti
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o

CAFt

AND

REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLWIP

t
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. B41
I. O. of B. B.
A. M. Regular comMeets every flrstTuHfc '
munication first and day of the month. In the vestry Vooian
ihird
Thursday in of Temple Montefiore at 8 qjclock p. '
sach month. VUltins m. Visiting brothers are cprdially inbrothers cordially la- - vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet l
fited. Wm. P. Mills, Greenclay, Secretary.
,
W. M., H. fl
Petten, Secretary.

COLUMN

On Sale Daily,
September 25 to
October 10, 1913

E3

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVEP-

.an

-

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- f
conclave iec. d Tuos-dain each month at
Temple at 7:M p. m. G. H.
KlnkeL D.
Chaa. Tarome.

Five cents per, line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Very Low Fare
to nearly all points in California,
the Northwest, and many places

intermediate.
Liberal stopover privileges.

y'ar

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

t

m

I. O.

For literature, fare and service
from here, apply to

OPTIC'S

NUMtsth.

D. L. BATCIIELOR, Ajent
WANTED

1tirt

ft.

Second hand oat sacks

cents each.

A"gua

Pura

5

Co.

Roy H. Ellis and Rose
Ellen Ellis to the defendant W. S. WANTED Experienced cook, Good
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
Greenland be set aside, vacated and
held as nought, which said deeds were
Lady or gentleman
filed for record and recorded upon the $65.00 MONTHLY
wanted as Information reporter;
records of San Miguel county, New
spare time. National Realty Infor
Mexico. And that said defendants be
mation Bureau1.
File 2Hr Drawer
required to make, execute and deliver
1569, Los Angeles, Cal.
to them
a deed
to

the defendant

conveying
real estate.
The grounds of said relief prayed WANTED By October 1st., good wo
man for general housework. Apply
for by the plaintiffs being that said
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon
defendants by fraud and conspiracy
1108 Seventh street.
real
said
to
Induced plaintiffs
convey
estate to the said Roy IT. Ellis. Plaintiffs
pray fsr general relief.
Plaintiffs attorneys are James T.
Begley, W. W. Slaboughy of Omaha,
Nebraska, and W. G. Haydon, East FOR. SALE Range- - 509 sixth street
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
That unless you the said defend- FOR SALE Large Howe hard! coal
burner. First clasa condition. Inants:, and eacli of you enter your apquire at Hoffman and GraubartbU
or
on
cause
before
said
in
pearance
the1 17th day of November, A. D. 1913,
decree pro confesso and Judgment by FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
521 Sixth street.
default will be rendered against you "W, F. White,
,
and each of yoa.
Dated this 24th day of September,
fS&nt
plaintiffs

Bald,

Far Saie

Far

.

LORENZO. DELGADO,
Clerk of the Above Entilted Court.

(Seal)

;

Four room cottage, 401
Washington avenue. C; H. Steran-sonPhone Main 291..

FOR RENT

,

P. O.

ELKS

For YOU! I
This elegant Rogers'

rvSilver Spoon
you use

Made

is.

by GER-

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

SILVER

Deputy,
East Las Vegas, N.

for rent.

Meets second anc
fourth
evening each
Thursday
W.
hall. Visiting
O.
at
W.
month
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; Pi A. Linn Secretary.

417

Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
'
Purple 5301.

)

g

Women Need
and Strength

FRENCH.

EMPRESS
can be ob

womThe work of a
an makes a constant call in her
strength and vitality, and sickness
comes through her kidneys and bladder oftener than she knows. Foley
Kidney Pills will Invigorate and restore her, and weak hack, nervousness, aching joints and irregular bladder action will all disappear when II
Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

No.

9.

.

.

.

m

Depart
1:45 p. .in
6:15 a. m

.

.

4:30 p.
7:00 p.

.

m.

m

ATTOKN E YS

Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
BALLA.PQ'"
and; worry the body.
HOREHO'UND SYRUP checks irrita-- i
tion. heals the lungs and restore?
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, '50d
and $1.00' per bottle. Soliil by Central
Drug Co. Adv.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage

1200

Phone Main 227

Ca
Lincoln Ave

?

RETAIL PRICES
..20c per
25c per
30c per
.40c per
50c per

lbs., or More, Each Del very
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Eacl Delivery
(200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs.. Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba., EacJi Delivery

2;000

11,000

100

lbs-

100 lb
100 lb.
100 lb.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Dirtrlbutors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Iastlng Qualities ot Walsh Have Made Las Vega lamout.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best
n.n
mar
,u
lie jli
1

home-keepin-

benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough, after I used other remedies that failed. It is more like a
Do not acfood than a medicine."
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv,

.

m

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
despriptionr
.20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
each
2000
1000 to
delivery v
lbs,
40c
lOOO
each
per 100 lbs
200 to
delivery'
lbs,
......
50c
each
per 100 lbs
200
to
50
delivery.
lbs,

Health

Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cal., will answer any inquiries about Foley's1 Honey and Tar
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly

7..

West Bountf
Arrive
1:20 p. m. . .
6:10 a. m.
4:20 p. m. .
6:35 p. m.

m.

CRYSTAL iGE

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
Home-Keepin-

No:

p. m

11:05 p.
.2:10 a.
2:10 p

m...

p.

.

Depart
9:1F.

M.

L. O. O. MOOSE'

TO RENT From one to ten rooms at
?2 per room; partly furnished, new
ly fitted. Will be on premises- and
at fair October 3. S. L. Barker,
2209 Mora aveaue, East Laa Vegas,

Adv.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

l

"

ij

Attorneys-at-La-

MAN PROCESS

f

b

New Mexico
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR- Las Vega3.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
DENTISTS
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
O.
L.
welcome.
Ladies always
Dental work of any description at
President; A. D; Tillman, Finan
moderate prices
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague, Room 1,' Center Block, Tel Main 13'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
1011 Sixth street,
Assistant

.

It 's giving you
a present for do- ing something
you d do any
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really;

t

Pioneer building. Visiting members
BUNKER & HUNKER
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
George
G. K. ; Frank Angel, P. S.

FOR RENT Or sale, at a bargain.
An upright piano, almost new; Ro
senthal Furniture company.

FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.

Eaa: Ecund
Arrive
.
9:10 p. m
.11:05 p. in
. 2:05 a. m.

.

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
r urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

FOR RENT FSarnished rooms with
private board'. Mrs. Chambers, 710
Grand avenue--

EMPRESS
FLOUR

No-- .

Meets

Secretary.

Blon!r

7

I

LOCAL TIME CARD

second and No .
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. Kh.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J. No. 1.
3'..
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No.
B.

.

if

,

)

cordially invited.

No..

-

---

.

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening ai
their hall on Sixth street. All voting
brethren cordially invited to attei.'i
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary-- Karl Werti
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.

well and

1

1!

?

1.

Wanted

Lns Vepas, '. M'x.

r

t

1

Personally conducted excursions.

the Rto Gallinas 2S.00 chains to the
northwest corner of Ramona Valverde
claim and corner No. 3 of this survey
which is a stake in mound of stone.
Thence south 5 degrees 15 minutes
west 42.75 chains to southwest corner of Ramona Valverde claim and
corner No. 4 of this survey which is a
stake In mound of stone. Thence
south 79 degrees east 130.00 chains
distant to corner No. 5" of this survey.
Thence north 12 degrees east 53.75
chains to corner No. 6 and south bank
of Rio Gallinas. Thence northwesterly
along the south bank of the Rio Gallinas 60.50 chains distant to corner No. 7
which is a stake in mound of stone.
along south
Thence southwesterly
tbank of Rio Gallinas to corner No. 1
and place of beginning. Containing
G43.87 acres, more or less, according
a
tn Riirvev. Exceotinsr therefrom
certain tract of land as claimed by
Charles Trambl'ey, Silverio Archuleto
and Tshmael Delgado, containing 37.15
acres, and likewise excepting- there
heretofore sold a
from 134.77
Roes Colemand; together with a'.' wa
ter and water rights now and hereto- with md be
jfre usedto In connection
said a' ove de ribec" Ian !!;
longing
ai of tha abov ; described lan Is are
situated in Precinct No. 38, county of
San Miguel, Territory (now state) of
New Mexico, and according to survey
made by John L. Zimmerman; and
being the same lands conveyed by Ed
ward E. Johnson and others to said
Nels C. Kier by deed dated April 7lh,
1911, which said deed iarecarded May
31st, 1911 in book 70, page 311, Records
i
of Deeds and Conveyances of San Miguel county, New Mexico, reference
to which deed is hereby made.
The further objects of eald Suit are
also that a certain deed executed by
plaintiffs to the defendant Roy If.
Ellis, conveying said land to him be
set asMe; vacated and held for nought.
That the deed made and executed by

NO. 3, ROY

MODERN WOODMEN OFyAMERICA
Meet in the Forest of tr,otherly
Love at Woodmen of th Wort hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
W.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Local
Visiting
Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially we!cory aid

Regular con FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
vocation first Monday in
102 Meets every Monday night at
each month at Masonic O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
A ....
Temple at 7:30 p. ro. H. S O CIOCK. tt:..i.!
ViBluus uiemueiD 10 cj
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
C.
welcome.
J.
dially
Wertj.31
Blood, Secretary.
dent; J. T. Buhler. Seeretafovk
1VS
Bailv. Treasurer.

Three trains daily from Kansas
City to California.

A. D. 1913.

y

Ma-ion- ic

C;

Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
carried on Sante Fe Fast Trains.

the title to

j
'

-

When your food does not digest FUR bent wicely furnished room
with or without board. 918 Dougyou feel "blue," tired and
las avenue.
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBLVE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and en- FOR RENT Three room house- with
bath on Eighth street. Phone Olive
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
5462 or call 918 Douglas avenue.
mound Drug Co. Adv.

mrtu,Mtwlv

SHORT ORDERS

AN D

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WAEJT

'

I

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINXHLK

t:

Tract No. 1. Beginning at corner
No. 1, which is a stake in mound of
stone and identical with the southwest corner of the claim of Virginia
C. de Baca on north bank of the Rio
Gallinas. from whence a cross on
bears
chapel in Plaza los Torres
north S5 degrees 15 minutes west
The Northeast
33.00 ' chains distant.
bears
corner of Gomesinda
Lopez
South 4 degrees 30 minutes east 4.42
chains distant. Thence north 7 degrees, east 20.G6 chains to corner No.
2, which is a stake in mount of stone
and identical wUh the northwest corner of Virginia C. de Baca. Thrace
south 8S degrees 43 minutes east alom;
foothills or foot of Mesa 30.25 chains
distant to southwest corner of San
Jose tract and corner No. 3 of this
survey. Thence North 23 degrees east
along foothills 64.00 chains distant to
corner 4 of this survey which Is a
stake in mouncf of stone properly
marked. Thence south 61 degrees
east S9.12 chains to corner No. 5 of
this survey which' is a stake In mound
of roclr. Thence South 36 degrees 30
minutes West eS.OO' chains distant to
corner No. 6 and north bank, of Rio
Gallinas. Thence northwesterly along
the north bank of Rio Gallinas to corner No. 1 and place of beginning.
Containing 736.34 acres, more or less,
acconilug to survey made by John L.
Zimmerman.
Tract No. 2. Beginning at corner
No. I which is a stake in mound of
stone and identical with the northwest
corner of Agaplta Duran claim on
south bank of Rio Gallinas, from
whence a cross on chapel In Plaia
Los Torres bears north 53 degrees 10
minutes west 16.88 chains dTstart.
Thence southwesterly along south
bank of Rio Gallinas 23.87 chains to
angle in river, and corner No. 2 of

LOBBY

CHAPMAN

a-- re

rt

me

Tickets to

Defendants.
You, the defendants to the above
entitled cause and each of you, who
are, Roy H. Ellis, Rose Ellen Ellis,
James W. O'Connell, G. W. Stahl, W.
S. Greenland, Mrs. W. S. Greenland,
(First and real name unknown) are
hereby notified that suit has been
commenced in the District Court of
the Fourth Judicial District in the
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, being cause No. 7559 by the
plaintiffs above named. The objects
of said suit being, that you the said
defendants be forever restrained and
enjoined from claiming any right, title
or interest in and to the real estate
in the complaint and hereinafter deThat plaintiffs be decreed
scribed.
to be the owners of said real estate
and entitled to possession of same and
that their title be quieted in them
against any claim of said defendants.
The said real estate being situated in
the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico and described as follows,

,

t,

Colonist

No. 7559.

vs.
Itoy H. Ellis, et al.

te

"
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Author of "Cardigan"
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Illustrations
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SYNOPSIS.
I

CHAPTER

I Scarlett,

an

American

oldier of fortune In the employ of the
.French Imperial Polite at ttie outbreak
of the Francfv Prussian war, Is ordered to
arrest John iuckhuist. a leader of the
Communists who is suspected of having
stolen the French crown Jewels. While

:an

and I saw Mornac rise ann bow to hi
guest and conduct her to a chair.
His guest was the young Couutc:
ae vassart
""TiTfEacT" turned
directly en 55
"Madame, do you know this Omcci i
"Yes," said the countess, smiling.
Did you see him receive a em.:!
sack of diamonds in Morsbronn?"
The countess gave me a quick glanc
of surprise. "Yes," she said, wondo
ingly.
"Thank you, madame; that is sufi
cient," he replied; and before I coui
understand what he was about he hti
uuuuuctea ine countess to tne n x.
room and had closed the door belli;);
him.
"Quick!" muttered Speed at my
bow; "let's back out of this tra
There's no use; he's one of them, an
he means to ruin you."
"But he's got those diamonds! D
you think I can stand that?"
"I think you've got to," mutterr
Speed, savagely. "Do you want to ich
in Cayenne? If you do, stay here au
.'bawl for a
"
tie seizea me wun a growl o
'"Idiot! 'coma on!" and fairly shovcti
ime through the colonnades of the inau
Jtute, along the quay, down the river
waii, to a qock wnere presently a
:ewift river boat swung in for naiun
igers. And when the bateau moucL
ishot out again into
Sp'ir
and I stood silently on deck, watchin:;
the silver-grafacades of Pari3 Ilj
past above us under the blue sky,
We sat far forward, quite alor.e,
separated from the few passengers !..
the pilothouse and joined funnel
l wauea; bpeea cnewea his c.igui
grimly.
Look here, Scarlett," he said. "Vr.
you know what has become of th
crown jewels of France?"

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

announce the coming of the
circus?" I inquired.
"That will cost ten'sous if he drums
and reads the announcement ' from
here to the chateau."
I gave the mayor ten copper pen
nies.
The mayor glanced at me.
"Paris still holds out?" he asked,
with a yawn.
"Oh yes," I replied.
"And the war is It still going badly
i
for us?"
"There la always hope," I answered.
"Hope," he grumbled; "oh yes, we
know what hope is we of the coast
live on it when there's no bread; but
hope never yet filled my belly for me,
Why, not a keel has passed out of the
port since August. Where Is the fish
Where are the sardine
Ing fleet?
sloops that ought to have sailed from
Algiers? Where are the Icelanders?"
"Have the German cruisers fright
ened all your craft from the sea?" I
asked, astonished.
'Yes, partly. Then there's an ugly
French cruiser lying off Groix, yonder,
and her black stacks are dribbling
smoke all day and all night. We have

1913.

1,

SEVEN

rung John?"

town-crie- r

"Just John," said John."

HIS AWAKENING LOVE
By

EZRA HAWLEY.

John Moor was writing a new novel
and he wanted a quiet country place
where he could be entirely alone.
Now he had found it. It was an ideal
spot, not far from the metropolis and
yet in the very heart of the country.
It was an old house, with the
garden in which bloomed
Bowers: stocks, hollyhocks and canterbury bells, whiio
there was a promise of magnificent
roses. These things would stimulate
his creative power.
"I like this place immensely," he
said to the agent.
"But tell me
frankly why the rent is so low."
"I will," the agent answered. "I'm
a frank man, and I believe frankness
pays. You see that red brick building across the pasture? What do you
suppose It is?"
"Some millionaire's house," said

Tornac catch nie tripping? Tm
lot under his orders.','
t
"You are until you're discharged.
CA j,
f
STou
see, they've taken it into their
irly
oris
Scarlett
nearchliig for Buckhurst
all, dered t'o arrest Countess de Vaasart and heads, sine the crucifix robbery, to
i lier grnip of socialists and escort thum
mspect everybody, and anybody short
ol to tlio
Belgian border.
jf the Emperor. Mornac came smelling
m, ' CHAPTER
around here the day you left. He's
finds
w. ; I'lverv'of the Odeon disguised as a Sylvia
peas-- f
Rnt afed carries her to J..a Trappe, where at the bottom of all this a nice busi
ing
the countess and her friends are assem- - ness to cast suspicion on our division
bled.
because weTe foreigners.
Gad, he
John,
M CHASTER III All1 are arrested. The looks like a pickpocket himself he's
"No, sir," answered the agent "It's
toounteab saves Scarlett from a fatal fall got the oblique trick of the
eyes and
Wrom ttie roof of the house. He denounces
a lunatic asylum."
aiuckhurst as the leader or the Keds arid the restless finger movement"
"Well, I don't mind that,"
said
the couiUess conducts him to where Buuk- "Perhaps he Is," I said.
John.
Shurst 'Is secreted.
.
Speed looked at me sharply.
"Of course, you don't," tie agent
"If I were in the service now I'd
Uhlans doscend
CHAp'ER IV
answered.
"It's one of the best-maIfcn the iflace and Buukhurst escapes dur- - arrest
Mornac if I dared."
the melee. Scarlett is wounded.
aged
private
asylums in the country.
Then a soldier appeared to summon
But you1 see, they use the new sysoIiaii fnrS?K V He recovers conscious-auo- u us both, and we followed to the temiui eounteBS. llume at Morsbronn,
tem there; everything's done by kindporary bureau.
liter bavins cared for by Inthethecountess.
ness, and there's no wall round It. Of
streets
S
iattle is fought
At a careless nod from Mornac I
Hfie Pasti'rench and Prussian soldiers.
course, they shut up the dangerous
muttered the formal "I have to report,
cases, but as for the rest why,
VI Buckhurst professes re- - sir " and began mumbling a perand returns the crown jewels to
they're free to stroll around where
SScarlett. He declares he' will give himself functory account of my movements
they please. They can't get away by
Sup to the authorities. Scarlett doubts his since leaving Paris.
train, and now and then, If one of
sincerity. Buckhurst urges the countess
I told the truth as far aa I went,
to go to Paradise.
them takes a fancy to dodge the
which brought me to my capture by
CHAPTER VII Buckhurst admits that
guards and take a stroll Into the vilhe receives pay from the Prussians for Uhlans and the natural escape of my
lage, why, nobody cares. But renters
"No," I said.
information which lie does not give. Ha prisoner, Buckhurst. I merely added
are nervous, especially their wives.
secures passports to the French lines for that I had
well, 1 11 tell you. You know,, cf
secured the diamonds and
'
So that's why th3 rent's cheap."
Scarlett, the countess and himself
anxiout-ISuthat
the
is
government
had managed to reach Paris via Stras- course,
'It suits me," answered John, and
know
don't
you
what
a
pitiab
bourg.
took the house.
the
are
in.
authorities
Th'
fright
He listened very quietly while I told
(Continued From Saturday)
His unhappy neighbors interested
crown jewels, the bars of gold of th-of my encounter with Buckhurst in
him
greatly. Often he would stand
the
serve,
great pictures from tt
Morebronn, of our journey to Saverne,
at the fpot of the big garden and
to Strasbourg, and finally by own ar- I.'.iuvre, the antiques of value, intiu.
CHAPTER VIII.
i.i;; the Venus of Milo, have bet' "I'll Cry Your Edicts and I'll Drum watch them In the grounds. For the
rival in Paris.
most part, they seemed like ordinary
for You, Tool"
k: cases and loaded on trail;
"Where is Buckhurst?" ho asked.
but
A Man to Let.
some gentleman
folk,
under
aeavy guard.
"I do not know," I replied, dogjedly.
orders to keep off and use Lorient or lady onoccasionally
The train which bore me out of the
the other aide of the high
"Twelve
of
these
trains
have
already
we
when
want
a port"
"That is to say that you had him
arc of the Prussian fire at Strasbourg
privet hedge would greet him with a
of Lorient
You believe the cruiser out at sea
In your power within the French lines itdt Paris for the par-pogrimace or invite him to enter and
passed in between the fortifications of
i iiu otners are to follow, one every
yonder is going to bring you evil?"
to some marvelous? story. But
listen
Paris the next morning about eleven yet did 'not Becure him?"
twenty-fou- r
hours
at
midnight. A swift
"Yes. There was something more
She has brought it. But it's all the
o'clock. Ten minutes later I was in
cruiser
the
is
oft
lying
to
I
same
me.
am
to
do than to arrest Buckmayor, and exempt.
closed cab on my way to the head- - Important
1
iiradise with steam up night and day, flnfl i h
o
m,. .rM
and
Quarters of the Imperial Military Po- hurst. I had every reason to believe
me
io
treasures
uu,
receive
tne
n
ol
boudin
a
few
befor
an
that
montha
was
yet
important
conspiracy
.
lice, temporarily housed in the LuxfnVPmmOnf at ttlA flea alnxn. a"u
nnsl ,uu
At that moment we both caught
:
ing ripened somewhere near Paradise.
embourg palace.
had every reason to believe that the jor tte French possessions in Cochin- 8lght ot a pea8ant nnning and waving
I
I
did
not
enter
imy door or even
ico
i
ui uiuq yayci d in tuo tilt.
glance at it; I continued straight on, robbery of the crown Jewele might furAnd now, perhaps, you may guess "Monsieur the
mavor! Mnninr tho
down the corridor to a door, on the nish funds for the plotters.
whiin otiii far
"The arrest of one man could not why Buckhurst is so anxious to hang mavor!" ha called
ground-glas- s
panes of which was print- break
awav
raraaise.
up the conspiracy; I desired to uiuunu
ed In red lettering:
ra
U1 uoulae
was Siaruea. Speed's
"Cre corbnn rt n,plWI m,,tto
trap the leaders; and to that end I
HEADQUARTERS
IMPERIAL deliberately
muttered Information gave me the the
man
Buckliberated
this
mayor, turning pale. "He's got a
MILITARY POLICE SAFE DEPOSIT."
l uiauy uouio.
aiiu uemna eacn tplptrrnm'
If my judgI entered, passed rapidly along the hurst as a
I accept the door were millions and millions and
He turned to me, almost bursting
face of the steel cage behind which ment has been at fault,
millions of francs' worth of plunder.
'
blame."
with suppressed prophecy.
some officers eat on high stools,
Our
met
In
mute interrogation;
eyes
Mornac examined his carefully kept
'It has come the evil that the black '
J ing, and presented
myself at the
Speed smiled.
finger-tip- s
in detail.
cruiser
brings us! You laughed!
Division."
marked; "Foreign
"Do you remember an application
"You say he bribed you?"
Tenez, monsieur; there's your bad
A very elegant officer strolled up to
for
license
from the manager of a luck In these blue morsels of
ed.
"I said he attempted to do so," 1
the guichet as I laid my bag of diapaper!"
"I I'll come this
traveling American show a Yankee
And he snatched the telegram from
.
monds on the glass shelf, languidly replied, sharply.
evening," he stamcircus?"
mered out, and for the seconf time
"With
the
the
diamonds?"
breathless
It
tiNcked the steel window-gate- ,
messenger,
reading
and
that day he ran away.
"By ram's Imperial American cir with dilating eyes.
"Yes."
picked up the bag of jewels.
cus?" I said.
"You
have
them?"
When
haH
at
(Copyright, 1312. by W. G. Chapman.)
mapkti-atlp.nirth
the
The officer was Mornac. the Emner"That's it They went through Nor mastered the content.. r,f hi t0Wr0m
"I deposited them as usuaL"
or's alter ego, or ame damnee, who had
mandy last summer. Well, Byram's he looked up with a
"Bring them."
taken over the entire department the
FROG OF VORACIOUS APPETITE
stupid stare
is goiijg to meet us at Saint.
agent
as
I
I
was,
wheeled,
Angry
i want my drummer. Where's We
saluted,
I
very day left Paris for the frontier.
"
he dfimnnHort ca
"Name and number?" inquired Mor and hastened off to the safe deposit. Cloud. We're engaged; I'm to do balNot Satisfied With Meal of Duckling
The jwel-bawas delivered whea I looning you know I worked one ol dazed
nac, indolently. I gave both.
and Young Sparrow, He Went
the
balloons
before
Peters
military
presented my printed slip; I picked
"You desire to declare?"
"He has gone to Lorient, m'sieu the
After More.
You
to
are
do sensational rid
I enumerated the diamonds, and des- it up and marched back, savagely bit- burg.
mayor," ventured the messenger.
You
riding-mastewere
in
ing.
the
mustache
to
conmy
and
ing
To get drunk. I remember. Im
striving
ignated them as those lately stolen
The chief freak happening of last
trol
my increasing exasperation. Spauis were you not?"'
becile!
ironi the crucifix of Louis XI.
Why did he go today? Are I Am Not Sure Which of Our People week, writes a Dexter correspondent
Never
I
before had endured insolence
Mornac handed me a printed certifl
there not six other days in this cursed
of the Waterville (Me.) Sentinel, was
It Is.
,
,1 reg" wnflkT
Constantinople," I said.
i
cate of deposit, opened a compartment from a superior officer.
.
wha
i
tkra
the discovery of
frogs In
'Good lad! Then you can phi with
Mornac was questioning Speed as I
in the safe, and tossed in the bag
John's nerves were proof against all the mill pond which lies behind
r,
t .v.
wi
the
and
in
lolled
he
iuu.
his
wnat
uu,
chair with jjjiuuiD tiuiia,
entered,
wixnout sealing it,
uieuig,, Seigneur, Dieu! the ignorance the supposed dangers of his environ- stores on Main street and which sup
absent-mindedevil!"
he
an
cried, recklessly; "it's all of this town!'"
ment. At the bottom of the asylum plies the water for S.
I limped oft past the glittering steel
expression like the
L Small's grist
lifetime.."
of a cat who pretends to in
A cage, thankful that the
"M'sieu the mayor," ventured the grounds stood the six trim doctors' mill. F. H. Hayes owns some high
jewels were expression
i'l eafe, turned into the corridor, and forget the mouse between her paws.
cottages, and whenever a patient bred ducks which he keeps in an
messenger, "there's Jacqueline."
The shock came almost immediate; t hastened back to.
PART SECOND.
"Ho! Vrai. The Lizard's young one! roamed in this direction he would see
behind his office on Wall
my own rooms.
To tear off my togs, bathe, shave, ly, for, without a word, he suddenly
the doctor or guard alert, watching, street. The ducks have the freedom
She can drum, they say."
Df the mill pond.
CHAPTER IX.
"The little witch can drum tbern ready to hail his charge.
jjiand dress in a light suit of civilian
Friday one of these
inUi
There was a strip cf r.eutr?.! ducks led her brood of young, which
clothes took me longer than usual,
awake In Kci
muttered the mcsfor I was a trifle lame.
The Road to Paradise.
ground, a sort of scrub forest, on one arrived Thursday, Into the mill pond
senger.
On the 3rd of November Byram's
The mayor rose, looked around the fide of the grounds. John often wan- for their first swim. The ducks, all
Pondering, I slowly retraced my
American circus, traveling slowly over square, frowned. Then he raised his dered there when the creative faculty sa,ve one, reached shore safely and
steps through the bedroom and dressing-room,
land toward the Spanish frontier, drew voice in a bellow: "Jacqueline! Jac- - was at work In him. One day, making were apparently delighted with their
and out inU the tiled hall- I way, where, at the end of the dim cor
his way to his accustomed sest be- first marine experience. One little
up for an hour s rest at Quimperle. I, quehne! Thou Jacqueline!
A far voice answered, faintlv hrenV. neath a pine, he discovered that lv duckling was missing, and the old
however, as usual, prepared to ride
ridor, the door of Colonel Jarras' bureau stood partly open.
orward to select a proper place for Ing across the square from the bridge: had been preoccupied by a very bird was seen to plunge into the wa
i
gg
n v v'" r As I sat down I glanced around and
cur encampment, and to procure the "She is on the rocks with her sea- - charming girl, who surveyed him ter several times. Onlookers, who had
saw my old comrade. Speed, sitting
rake!"
necessary license.
thoughtfully as he approached, but failed to notice the absence of the
We were in seedy circumstances;
in a dark corner, chewing a cigarette
The mayor thrust the blue telegram without the least sense of
youngster until the others reached
an endless chain of bad luck had fol- into his pocket and waddled out of his
and watching me in alert eilenco.
shore, thought the old bird had It- "Yfeu are present to
lowed us from Chartres.
"Hello!" she greeted hi:n.
tacked the missing duck.
The old
garden, across the square, and up the
report?" sugThe fortune that Byram had made in path to the cliffs.
There was a curious kind of famil- bird dived and plunged about in the
gested Colonel Jarras, heavily.
I began my report, but was immedithe previous year was already gone;
iarity in her tone which strung John water as if her wits had deserted her.
Uninvited, I went with him.
we no longer traveled toy rail; we n
She finally came ashore. Not long
.'
.
oddly.
ately stopped by Jarras with a peevish gesture: "All right, all right; keep
"What are you doing here?" site after a big frog made his appearance
longer slept at inns; we could barely
(To be Continued Tocorrow)
all that for the Chief of Department.
coutinued.
floating In the water, apparently in
pay for the food for our animals.
Your report doesn't concern me."
"Got enough cash for the license?"
"I own this place," said John! "At jured. In the afternoon the duck and
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
asked Byram, uneasily.
"Doesn't concern you!" I repeated;
least, I think it Is included in my her brood started for another swim.
and Eddie Clukey, clerk in the. Rob"are you not chief of this bureau,
"Plenty, governor; don't worry," I to If you want to contribute directly boundaries."
the occurrence of capillary bron
'Colonel Jarras?"
"Of course," said the girl. "So do erts shoe store, was watching the per'I Refuse to Be Discharged!
replied, and set my horse at a gallop
chitis and pneumonia use cough, medi- - we all."
formances when out darted the big
over the old stone bridge.
"No." (manned .Tnrrna- "nnH ihon'i
on the de
I passed a stone house, another; 7"
no bureau now at least nr. hiirp,, fnr oraPted the jewel-ba"We?" asked John.
frog and made in the direction of the
Trpmne'
heroln
anl other sedatives when you "Yes. Wre folks of the community," ducklings. Right then Mr. Clukey,
before him. The bag contained little then the white road curved under the
the Forelen Division "
a cough or cold. An expectorant
.
pebbles wrapped in tissue-paper- .
who had watched the queer performRnoeri
trees and I rode straight into the heart have
loaprt tnworA
like Chamberlain's Cough Remedy 13 answered the girl.
ance
of the morning, decided that the
ex"What
John
"Scarlett, my friend, tiie Foreign Di'- - L'SupPSe y0U explain thls far?e? of Paradise, my horse's hoofs awaking what is needed. That cleans
community?"
out the
echoes
claimed.
in the silent, stone-pave- d
frog had swallowed the young duck,
vision of the Imperial Military Police 1,10."lttt5 suggested, unmoved.
culture
beds
or
for
breeding
places
Suppose you explain it!" I Btam- - square.
has been abolished."
the germs of penumonia and other
"Why, yonder," said the girl, indi-ca- ' and, seizing a stick, he killed the frog,
A young girl with a face like the germ diseases. That is why penumo
"Who the devil did that?" I asked mered.
ins the asylum with a nod of her and, assisted by other clerks, he perHe raised his delicately arched eye- Madonna stole across the
formed an autopsy on the remains,
in nia never results from a cold when head,
square
savagely.
brows. "What do you mean?"
Chamberlain's Cou-rf- i Remedy is used.
John felt his heart beat painfully. finding the whole body of the duck in
her felt shoes.
"Mornac."
"I mean that an hour ago that bag
"Can you tell me where the mayor it has a world wide reputation for its This charming young woman was, the frog's stomach, also the body of
Mornac
The Emperor's shadow!
I Then truly enough it was all up with contained the diamonds from the cru- liv?s?" I asked, looking down at her euros. It. contains no morphine or then, a patient
asylum. She a young sparrow. The remains of the
cifix of Louis XI.! I mean that I from
other sedative. For sale by all deal was mad it was the most
horee
my
pathetic frog and the birds were on exhibition
jithe Foreign Division. But the shame handed them over to you on my arri"IIo! la; oui, monsieur, si'l fautbien. ers. Adv.
She In Hale's window Friday evening and,
or it! the disgrace of as faithful a
thing he had ever imagined.
val at this bureau!"
The mayor is at breakfast in his kitchnot I;v4 been raoro than nine- attracted much attention. While the
crulj
'body of police, mercenaries though
"Doubtless you can prove what you en yonder."
Professional Health Culture for Ladles teen. Her face had a sweet wistful-ces- frog was a good-sizeone, the young
'they were, as ever worked for any
seems to me
observed.
he
"It
say,"
MRS. OLLIE SHEAREH
"Thank
which touehed his susceptible duck "was almost equally as large, and
child."
my
you,
cause, good or bad.
I turned my horse across the shady General
As we sat there in silence, a soldier that it is high time we abolished the
Massage, Hair and Scalp heart. And she was mad, immured with the body of the sparrow, made a
big meal for Mr. Frog.
came to summon Colonel Jarras, and Foreign Division, Imperial Military Po- square to a stone house banked up Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure among a crowd of crazy folks!
lice."
with bed on bed of scarlet geraniums.
"How
he went away, leaning on his
have
lived
here?"
long
you
Plaza Hotel
"I refuse to be discharged!" I said, The windows were open; a fat man
asked John.
Some Lifelike.
cane, head bowed over the
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
is
"It
word
hoarsely.
your
against
with
inside
"Seven years," answered the girl.
very small eyes sat
eating
"Yes, ma'am," said the photographstring of medals on his breast.
mine; I demand an investigation!"
an omelet
"Come, let us go home," she added, er, "we may charge a little more than
j When he had gone, Speed came over
"Certainly," he replied, almost wearI told him that I wanted a license
ana snut the door, then shook hands
other studios, but our photos are the
taking him by the arm.
ily, and touched a bell. "Bring that for a circus to camp for oue night;
"I I have an engagement in the most lifelike In the world."
with me.
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
"He's gone to see Mornac; it will witness," he added to the soldier who that I also desired permission to pitch
"What is that commotion
the
town," John faltered.
be our turn next Look out for Mor- - appeared in answer to the silvery sum- camp somewhere in the vicinity. He
Tm sure it will wait, won't it?" next room?" asked the lv in fib.i'ni
SIGN
PAINTING
mons.
made out th license, stamped it, handasked the girl. "Come, J;n't be fool-lE"Oh, that Is some of
I nac, or he'll catch you tripping in your
llkenes-havinSomebody entered the room behind ed it to me, and I paid him the usual
I report."
a litllu
what is your namef
N.
O.
was the r.;iiv.
"John." I
"Look here,"J said, angrily, "how me, passed me; there was aa odor of fee.
,
429 GRAND AVE.
violets in the air, a faint rustle of sflk, j "How much win it cost to have your
:
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COULDN'T

"Theu come home, like a eensfbla
man," she pleaded.
"I can't," said John. "You really
must excuse me. But I'll often come
here," he added. "We might continue
our conversation tomorrow "
He had to use actual force to break
the girl's grip on his arm, and, when
he had escaped, he almost ran into his
cottage. He barred the door behind
him. He Vtas trying to shut out, not
the girl, but his awakening love. John
Moore had never beeu in love since
boyhood, and that wsis more years ago
than be cared to remember. The
girl's face had touched sonietluns
deep down In his nature that responded as a lyre to skilful fingers.
He
wanted to take her and care for
her, to see, day by day, the light of
reason dawning in her eyes, until at
last the reality of the world broke in
upon her consciousness.
A tap at his door aroused him from
the reverie Into which he had fallen.
He looked cautiously out of the window. It was not the girl, but a man,
bearded and
whom
John knew to be a physician even beJ
fore he opened the door.
"Mr. Moore?" asked the visitor.
"You won't be surprised at my knowing your name when I tell you that I
am one of the asylum doctors, and of
course we keep ourselves posted con
cerning our neighbors. One of our
patients has escaped. He may be In
your barn. Have I permission to
search it?"
"A girl?" inquired John sadly.
"No, a young fellow. I am not sure
which of our people it Is. When we
learn of an escape we search the
neighborhood first and call the roll
after."
John accompanied the doctor to the
barn, but an exhaustive search of this
and the other buildings failed to reveal the fugitive.
'Well, I guess one of the guards
has got him," said the doctor. "I am
greatly obliged to you. Look in on
me sometimes we are pretty lonely
here. My name is Bassett, and that
third cottage is mine. Any evening "
But John knew that he dared not
go near the asylum grounds again.
He tried to frame a colorless accept-anc- e
which would not commit him,
when the doctor continued:
"I should like you to see my daughter. She keeps house for me, and is
almost as good a physician as myself. Her tact with the patients is
wonderful. And here she comes now!
Don't run away; you must meet her
why, Marjory!"
The sweet face that John had
framed In his mind as a picture, was
Buffused with blushes as Bassett said
the words of introduction.
"I I thought you were a patient"
she stammered. "Father, this gentleman is the one I thought had escaped, and
She could find no more words, and
John, conscious of the doctor's quiet
amusement, was equally dumbfound-
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.Mrs. Wlggs My husband always
members my birthday and our wed
ding anniversary.
Mrs. Diggs I should think youj
Aould positively hate him.

THE REAL REASON

Sunday School Teacher Who cat
tell me why David triumphed oveJ

Goliath?'
Hoy 'Cause he had a pocket ful

M

of rocks.
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The Bride Oh! darling, our hon
eymoon was just the loveliest ever, j
xuo uioum xi certainly was, aea:
est.
tne isriae Ana I nave otly on
regret I may never have the pleasi
I
ure of going through another.
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Mrs. Weeds The last thing my hui:
band did was to kiss me.
Mr. Kidder Then I suppose he waJ
reaay to die.
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"That couple have beea
lor quite a few years."
"How do you know?"
"Well, aiii't he carryi-- f,
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Another Shipment ol
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SPECIALLY PACKED FOR THE
MAKING OF

BIG

dents of Las Vegas will be closed to
morrow in celebration of the Hebrew
New Year's day.

SALT

STEMS'

i,

DISPLAY SPACE IN COUNTY
FAIR WILL BE GIVEN OVER ,
TO COOKERY

There will be a regular communica
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. &
A. M., tomorrow night. All members
are requested to be present.

STORE

10 o'clock

at the

Saturday morning
city pound a buckskin mare with bald
face, and a bay colt will be auctioned.
Ben Coles, City Marshal. Adv.

Jefferson Itaynolds, President.
&i B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynoids, Vice president
Halleti Raynoids, Cashier.
,H Erie Hoke Assistant Cashier.
.,?

Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
twyou. At the Lnhby, of coortse.
'

WOB
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

M

Capital, $100,000' SdrpldSi and Undivided Profits

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scone of Good Banking.
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The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
Mazda Lamps.
Edison
house for.
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Las Vegas Light &
Power Company

"E. Las Vegas,

V:

New
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AT THE HOME OF

THE

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Turkeys, Ducks, Springs and Hens

Salmon, Halibut
Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes
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"LAND OF CACTUS" IS
FIELDING

NIGHT

BILL

GRAAF

.

&

HOTAliD

STOU.E

CO.

Saturday night at the Rosenthal
Hall the Society of the Friends will SPECIAL ATTRACTION TO BE OFFERED AT PHOTOPLAY
give a baile. TTTe Meixco orchestra
TONIGHT
will furnish music on this occasion. A
good1 time and perfect order Is
"The Land of Cactus" will be the
oig feature of Fielding night at the
On Saturday, October 25, Judge Photoplay theater this evening. This
David X Leahy will draw from the is one of Fielding's best productions.
wheel In the office of the clerk of the A large crowd is expected, even If
as Fielding is
county court the names of the men rain should be falling,
A
fromiw.liom will be selected th grand popular with Las Vegas people.
of
the
follows:
play
and petit juries for the November synopsis
"In the Land of Cactus"
term of the district court for San MiEstelle Royster, a pampered ana
guel county.
petted eastern society belle, Induces
the thought that
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. MacQuerrie and by
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Cavanaguh, who ar- she has the white plague, and gradu'
rived in Las Vegas this afternoon, ally but surely acts upon her own
'we find her an inuntil'
are advance members of the company suggestion
not understandvalid.
Her
physician,
will
of "Bought and Paid For." They
make their" first appearance with the ing her case, orders her to the land
who worships
company this season in Las Vegas. of cactus. Her father,
Mrs. Mac Querrie, or "Helen" Mac her, takes her to the Mexican border
Keller'! as she is called on the stage, and there they establish themselves
with one Henry Arce, a very wealthy
plays the leading role.
cattle man and ranch owner and InWhile taking his farewell ride in cidentally an old friend of Royster's.
Shortly after arriving Arce's two
his automobile Marshall Turner ac
foremen meet Estelle and
favorite
last
Ben
Strickfaden,
companied by
night ran into a deligVful mud bole both fair in love with her, in their
which stalled the car and forced the own style. Estelle favors Bob Arma-bllthe American vaquerro, but is
occupants of the machine to walk to
fascinated
who
by Ramon, a white Mexipurchasthis city. Orrin Blood,
ed the machine from Mr. Turner, is can. Bob's suits is favored by
father, but with love and evnow studying the postal rates and
coBt
of
on
the
moving
erything that can be had for money,
getting prices
the' automobile Irom Onava to this Estelle contipues to sink as days go
by. Ramon's love gives him power
city by parcel post.
to see that the girl's illness is purely
to steal her and
mental.
After a short hearing yesterday
and force
mountains
to
the
her
J.
take
David
In
chambers
Judge
afternoon
He does
Leahy dismissed the case against her to regain her strength.
It
of
month
a
after
Mrs.
and
roughing
as
known
so,
Alexia Duran, better
Columbia Hughes Vaughn, who was among the cactus and the boulders
on the border
charged with assault whfle in posses of the big mountains
sion of a deadly weapon. Judge Leahy, of Mexico, she wholly regains her
Bob and Arce, the cat
acting as a committing magistrate, BtrengtH", when
'found there was not sufficient evi tlemen, coifTe down upon them after
dence to warrant binding the woman weary days of searching.
The girl explains. The two men
to the grand Jury. The complaining
witness was Prudencio Gonzales. The stand with hands out and the girl does
finwoman is said to be seriously ill in not know which one to take, but
Mexican to the
from
turns
the
ally
a Las Vegas hospital.
American, leaving the man who had
the miracle alone in the mounworked
this
of
B.
Shaw
E.
Dr. and Mrs.
she
returning to her home,
city were greatly interested in the tains,
and
health
one
happiness.
Associated Press account of the
hundredth anniversary of the laying
Trjj a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
of .the. corner stone of St. Mary's
Adv.
'
the Opera Bar.
at
Mass.,
Episcopal church; Newtoii,
which was published in The - Optic
HARVEY'S
Monday evening. Mrs. Shaw's father,
Famous mountain ranch; 31st seathe Rev. H. McKay, who .was, well
known in Las Vegas, was rector of son. Old management, old rates. Carthe church for 12 years. Mrs. Shaw's riage out every Saturday. Leave orhotel.
Sunday school class raised the money ders at Murphey's ' or Plaza
Adv.
the
for purchasing
organ which
now in use in the church.
TECHNICAL PAPERS READ
Atlantic
O.
City, N. Y., Oct. 1. Techto
a
by
report
given
According
nical
papers were read at the mornL. Hargrove, Jhe volunteer weather
observer at the. New Mexico Normal ing session today of the National AsUniversity, this morning, the annual sociation of Cotton Manufacturers.
of rainfall last night and yesterday Among those on the program for adafternoon was .57 Inch. This fall dresses were H. N. Murtl of India
was the heaviest of the autumn, and and Thomas Aspinall of England.
did considerable damage owing to the
Subscribe for The Optic
hail that came with it The weather
man predicts rainy weather fur toTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
morrow, but in order that the officials
Of the county fair may feel more ci
that FOR RENT Modern light housekeeptimlstic It has been decid?!
there shall be fair weather.
ing rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
On
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This Ad Is to Imform You lha.t We Can
Save Y ulMoney

I

623 Douglas Ave.
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BUY AN AUTO Df.lrVZEY WAGON,
Minimum
Insure Prompt Oallrerle at

-

Expenso

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whdfn you can?
satisfy. Durable in construction, leliable in operation cheaper than torse power, I
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back to his
"woman" who is now living in Gallup.
He will be worked on the streets until such a time that the officers see
fit to allow him to leave the city.
Edward Wilson, a youthful gentleman of the road, was arrested last
night by Santa Fe Officer Raelsback,
and this morning was brought before
Judge D. "R. Murray to. answer the
charge of trespassing. He pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to serve 60
days in the city jail. On the way to
the jail after the trial Wilson took
advantage of an opportunity offered
by the Santa Fe officer and heat his
tracks out of town. The city Is well
rid of him, the officers say.
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mtaesaiiidtani8
ment, and is on his way
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The Friendship club will meet
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. Sarah Roberts, 09
National avenue. All members are
invited to be present.

tv

At the Lowtst Pr. veiling Prices

caused Mistah Brooks considerable
preserves, first anxiety, owing to a lack of knowledge
of court procedure, and he appeared
second
prize, $5;
prize, $2.50.
Best loaf of bread, first prize $2; not to understand the course of
events.
second prize, $1.
"I nevah was accused of not bein'
Best cake, first prize, $2; second, $1.
a
hard workin' niggah," volunteered
Best patch quilt, $z.
Best embroidered work, first, $3; Brooks to the judge.
As the city can make good use of
second, $1.50.
hard workers, Judge Murray decided
Best home made rug, $2.
of home made can- that instead of allowing the colored
Best assortment
'
'
gentleman to take the road, he Bhould
dy, $2.
Best hand i painting, first, $5; sec- be given 60 days' work on the streets.
Brooks grew excited when informed
ond, $2.50.
Best piece burnt wood, $2.
that he would work on the streets
Best piece burnt leather, $2.
for 60 days under the eye of a guard.
Best home made blanket, $2.
His love for work seemed to vanquish
Best display of cushions, first, $3; and he informed Chief Ben Coles
thai he "wouldn't take any words jofl
second, $1.50.
Best crazy work, $2.
the watchman."
ft j
Best crochet, $2.
The negro has. been in the city HAS
Best knitting,.. $2.
several days ;and three times has bcm
Best eyelet, $2.
threatened With a jail sentence if le
Best drawnwork, first $5: second, di4.i5ifrie.vlic4.C!e.'' He is a coal

to-

I

Most Complete Lin of .A
BLANKETS AND COMFORTS
I

Have

We

$2.50.

On account of conflicting dates the
Aid1 society of the First Christ
ian church will not meet- tomorrow
afternoon. AH members'' afe request
$2.50.
ed to take ndtl(v Known v

iadies'

j
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first prize, $5; second prize,
The stores of all the Jewish resi
Best collection of

BISCUITS

GEMS1

SURE LIKES

B:o0

fancy

" BRAN BREAD

In Sifting
Top Bottles

'at

Y ALL MEANS

One of the most interesting departments at the county fair, which will HE SO IMPRESSES THE COURT
This store will be closed all day to
AND IS GIVEN SIXTY DAYS
open tomorrow at the armory, is exmorrow on account of the Jewish New
OF IT .
to be the display of women's
pected
Year. Ike Davis. Adv.
work. Everything in the cooking and
"What am that stuff called vag
sewing line will, be on display. The
The Altar Guild of the Episcopal
asked Richard Brooks, colored,
rant?"
following prizes have been offered,
church will meeE with Miss Joanette which
assures a comprehensive and this morning when he was 'brought
to answer
Ward, 403 Eighth street, Thursday aft
complete collection of women's work: before Judge D. R. Murray
ernoon.
case
The
of
a
vagrancy.
charge
Best collection of home
work,

PACIKtGS:"

ONION

lamps

The Woman's Auxiliary will meet
with Mrs. Pitch, 1034 Eighth street,
Friday afternoon.
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automobile

Light

o'clock" this evening.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full partialis rs from
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents
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HELD FOR CONSPIRACY
Minneapolis, Oct. 1. John C. Hen-ninof Chicago was arrested here
today and is held as a fugitive from

g

r
M

ti
ai

justice.
Henning sued Clarence S. Funk, the
general manager of the International
Harvester company, for $50,000 damages for alleged alienations of the
affections of Mrs. Henning. A jury
in Chicago found for FunkJune 20,
1912, and he swore out a warrant
charging Henning with perjury. Today's information of Henning's whereabouts was the first since; then.
Meanwhile Henning's attorney, Daniel Donahoe, and two of his witnesses were indicted in Chicago on charges of conspiracy to defame Funk's
character. It is claimed by Funk that
Henning's suit was Inspired In revenge for the former's testimony adverse to Senator Lorimer before the
senate investigating committee. Henning admitted his identity and Is being held pending instructions from
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Gross, Kelly & Co.

Chicago.
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Sole Agents

Subscribe for The Optic.
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GOOD THINGS

WILLIAM' A. BRADY, Ltd.

TO EAT
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Presents

1

I V

Tokay Grapes

Concord Grapes
Muscat Grapes
California Peaches
Colorado Peaches
Cranberries
Jersey Sweet Potatoes
Hubbard Squash
Carrots, Beets
Cabbage, Celery
Radishes, Turnips
Vegetables from the
Famous Mora Valley
Delicious Cakes and
Breads
j
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Ask About

CHINA
FREE
FOR CASH TRADE

The International
ONE YEAH IN NEW YBSK

Dramatic Success
-

SIX MONTHS IN

LONDON

!

